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ABSTRACT 

Falls are a leading cause of fatal and nonfatal injury, often requiring expensive 

hospitalization and rehabilitation. People with balance deficits such as stroke survivors, 

patients with multiple sclerosis or Parkinson’s disease usually show a higher risk of falls. 

Hence, it is necessary to find mechanisms to recover balance abilities to reduce their risk 

of fall. One method for developing such mechanisms is based on balance training on a 

balance board (BB). BBs provide a simple way to manipulate sensorimotor feedback 

information to train patients to react to disturbances. Although BB is widely used, the 

mechanisms responsible for maintaining upright posture on a BB are not yet completely 

understood. This dissertation aims to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of human upright 

postural stability on a BB. An anthropomorphic model of the human-BB system is 

developed by incorporating the hip joint into the human model to form a three degree of 

freedom (DoF) inverted pendulum (two DoF for the human body and one DoF more for 

the BB). Various parameters (such as time-delays, and proprioceptive, visual-vestibular, 

and BB’s spring stiffness feedback gains) are defined as bifurcation parameters and the 

effect of these parameters on upright postural stability has been investigated through 

bifurcation analysis. In addition, the following tasks have been conducted: 1) The effect of 

ankle-BB misalignment and upward ankle vertical displacement on the location of the 

equilibrium points and their stability properties is addressed, 2) the effect of parametric 

changes on the size of the basin of attractions and the amplitude of the limit cycle 

oscillations is investigated, and 3) Amplitude spectral density functions from model-based 

joint kinematic profiles in this study and experimental data from the literature are compared 

to validate the ankle-hip model of balance on a BB. 
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CHAPTER I                                                                        
INTRODUCTION 

Motivation 

The stabilization process of human upright posture (UP) requires the contribution of 

the visual, vestibular, proprioceptive, and muscular systems (Engelborghs et al., 2000; 

Morasso & Schieppati, 1999). The central nervous system (CNS) integrates these systems 

to produces the corrective forces (via muscular contractions) necessary to accelerate or 

decelerate the body’s center of mass (CoM) and avoid falls. This process is complex even 

for healthy people and harder for older adults and people with chronic neuromuscular 

deficits, such as patients with multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, or stroke survivors. 

Those groups of people usually show larger sensorimotor latencies (Stepan, 2009) and 

muscular deficits such as spasticity, hypertonia, or muscular weakness (Janssen et al., 

2002). These conditions induce balance issues that may lead to falls, which may result in 

fractures and even death (Stepan, 2009; Rabadi et al., 2008). Consequently, it is critical for 

these groups of patients to adopt certain strategies to recover or improve balance abilities 

to reduce the risk of fall and positively impact their quality of life. One method for 

developing such strategies is to train individuals by placing them on an active balance 

board (BB), which is defined in this study as a rotating surface that tilts around a pivot with 

a torsional spring of tunable stiffness and with a tunable time-delay. BBs provide a simple 

way to manipulate proprioceptive and/or vestibular information to train individuals to react 

to dynamically evolving environments (Cruise et al., 2017). Nevertheless, with the wide 

use of BBs in therapeutic interventions, the mechanisms responsible for maintaining UP 

on a BB are not yet completely understood. Understanding these mechanisms is crucial for 
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the improvement of therapeutic approaches and future designs of BBs that better impact 

balance recovery among training patients. One technique used to investigate these 

mechanisms is by evaluating the underlying stability and dynamical behavior of the 

human-BB system through bifurcation analyses and nonlinear numerical analyses applied 

on a mathematical model.  

To better describe the human-BB system, it is important that mathematical models are 

developed with enough degrees of freedom (DoFs) to capture the many responses evoked 

during the maintenance of UP on a BB. Current available models of a human on a BB have 

not considered hip joint’s contribution despite larger contributions from the hip have been 

found, especially when recovering from disturbances (Johansson et al., 1988; Pinter et al., 

2008) and in patients with neuromuscular deficits (stroke survivors and those with 

Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, spastic hemiplegia, or ataxia). Moreover, the model 

must consider the contribution of the different sensory systems involved in the UP 

maintenance, the effect of sensorimotor latencies due to processing and execution times 

within the neuromuscular system, and the effect of BB time-delay on the stability. Finally, 

the model should consider the effect of some physical parameters such as body’s link 

length and asymmetries. Several factors impact on the stability of the human-BB dynamical 

model. For instance, sensorimotor latencies and muscle stiffness play an important role in 

the maintenance of the human-BB UP (Chagdes et al., 2013); similarly, ankle-BB 

misalignment and upward ankle vertical displacement influence the equilibrium positions 

of the human-BB system and their stability properties (Chagdes et al., 2016). The effect of 

these parameters on the stability of the human-BB system can be investigated via 

bifurcation analysis. Additionally, numerical nonlinear analyses allow to verify the 
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stability properties resulting from the bifurcation analyses and give a better insight into the 

mechanisms to maintain UP as the nonlinear dynamics is considered. Whenever LC 

oscillations occur, it is important to know whether this type of oscillation is stable and what 

their oscillation amplitude is. It will be interesting to estimate the risk of fall for a specific 

patient through the BoA of the UP equilibrium. Moreover, it is important to validate the 

developed model, which is performed through Fourier analysis of model-based and 

experimental results.  

Objectives 

The objectives of this research are as follows: 

1) Investigate the effect of sensorimotor latencies, BB time-delay and muscular 

deficits on the stability of the ankle-hip model of balance on a BB via bifurcation 

analyses. 

2) Study the effect of ankle vertical displacement and misalignment between the ankle 

joint and the BB pivot on the location of the equilibrium and its stability properties. 

3) Verify the stability results of the bifurcation analyses and investigate the effect of 

parameter variations on the dynamics of the model via numerical nonlinear 

analyses.  

4) Study the effect of parameter variations on the basin of attraction (BoA) of the 

equilibrium point and the amplitude of the human-BB oscillations in the sagittal 

plane.  

5) Validate the model of human balance on a BB by applying Fourier analyses for 

experimental data from the literature.  
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Literature Review 

In this section, the following topics will be reviewed: Ankle and hip balance strategies, 

ankle pivot misalignment and ankle vertical displacement, bifurcation analysis/nonlinear 

analysis, BoA study, limit cycle (LC) investigation, and model validation. 

Ankle-hip balance strategies and modeling 

For more than 30 years, most studies have used the ankle-strategy to model a human 

body balancing in the sagittal plane (Cruise et al., 2017; Peterka, 2000; Peterka, 2003; Gage 

et al., 2004; Asai et al., 2009; Johansson et al., 1988). The ankle-strategy model uses a 

single inverted pendulum to represent a rigid human body swinging about the ankle joint 

in the sagittal plane. It is the simplest model of human UP and assumes body-sway is 

controlled by using only the muscles attached to the ankle joint without contributions from 

muscles attached to other joints such as the knee and hip (Gage et al., 2004). The ankle-

strategy model is adequate to model balance during quiet stance but not complex enough 

to model human balance in the case where postural disturbances are considered (Peterka, 

2003; Gage et al., 2004). It has been found that postural disturbances induce larger 

contributions from the hip joint (Pinter et al., 2008). In fact, in the case of disturbances, the 

hip and ankle joint motions are comparable during postural sway and they show in-phase 

and anti-phase kinematic relationships (Günther et al., 2009; Creath et al., 2005; Hsu et al., 

2007). Moreover, impaired people suffering from stroke (Diener et al., 1984; Horak et al., 

1990), Parkinson’s disease (Horak et al., 1992; Nashner & McCollum, 1985), multiple 

sclerosis (Chua et al., 2014), and spastic hemiplegia or ataxia (Nashner & McCollum, 

1985) tend to use the hip strategy more frequently. Despite these findings, only a few 
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studies have considered the contribution of the hip joints in the analyses of stability (Suzuki 

et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2012; Sasagawa et al., 2009); and some have included a BB in 

the analyses of stability (Cruise et al., 2017; Tahboub, 2009; Cruise et al., 2016; Chagdes 

et al., 2015; Schweigart & Mergner, 2007; Zebenay et al., 2015; Chumacero et al., 2018). 

However, none of them have considered both the hip strategy and a BB in the stability 

analyses. Because BBs provide simple manipulations of the balance environment, which 

are similar to mimic external disturbances on a rigid surface, models of UP on BBs should 

include hip contribution (Suzuki et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2012; Sasagawa et al., 2009).  

With respect to the joint torques that are produced by muscular contraction, they have 

been proposed as a combination of passive and active components (Morasso & Sanguineti, 

2002). The passive torque results from the inherent stiffness and viscosity of the tissues 

surrounding a joint and is independent from the CNS. The active torque, which  is regulated 

by the CNS, arises from muscular contraction and some sensorimotor latencies are inherent 

(Vette et al., 2010; Masani et al., 2014; Masani et al., 2006). Both types of torques are 

usually modeled as a response to the deviations from the quiet UP in the form of 

proportional (Fukuoka et al., 2001; Chagdes et al., 2013; Chagdes et al., 2016; Cruise et 

al., 2016), proportional-derivative (PD) control (Bottaro et al., 2008; Asai et al., 2009; 

Maurer & Peterka, 2005; Peterka, 2002), PD control with nonlinear compensation 

(Chagdes et al., 2013; Chagdes et al., 2016; Cruise et al., 2016), proportional-integral-

derivative (PID) control (Peterka, 2000; Barauskas & Krušinskiene, 2007; Masani et al., 

2014; Maurer & Peterka, 2005; Peterka, 2002; Johansson et al., 1988), bang-bang control 

(Bottaro et al., 2008), or intermittent PD control (Suzuki et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2012; 

Asai et al., 2009; Nomura et al., 2013). The selection of a specific controller to model the 
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joint torques is critical as it must predict the torques applied by the muscles and be simple 

enough to allow dynamic analysis.  

Sensorimotor latencies  

Sensorimotor latencies are the consequence of signal transmission, processing, and 

muscular contraction (Peterka, 2000; Bottaro et al., 2008; Peterka, 2002; Van Der Kooij et 

al., 2001). Increases in these latencies affect the stability of UP and increase the risk of fall 

(Lavoie et al., 1995). Several studies concerning UP stability have considered latencies 

with no consensus on the magnitude. For instance, Asai et al. (2009) used 20 ms and 

Chagdes et al. (2013) used two values (100 ms and 300 ms) for ankle time-delay. 

Experimental data showed that the average time-delays for ankle, hip, and knee joint of 

healthy young subjects are 120.8 ms, 66.1 ms, and 12.3 ms, respectively (Alexandrov et 

al., 2005; Masani et al., 2014). In this research, we assume the ankle and hip sensorimotor 

latencies range between 10 and 180 ms to consider neuromuscular deficits. In addition, 

during a BB-based training, it should be possible to manipulate sensory inputs, 

stiffness/torque, and time-delay which can be used to identify the specific mechanism 

responsible for postural instability (Cruise et al., 2017). Consequently, the effect of a time-

delay in BB feedback is considered in the present research. 

Ankle-BB misalignment and ankle vertical displacement 

Although therapists are well experienced at guiding patients in clinics, inaccurate 

positioning of patients on a BB may induce misalignment of the ankle joint with respect to 

the BB’s pivot (referred from now on as ankle-BB misalignment). Such misalignment 

might introduce an unwanted impact on balance training and hinder a patient’s 
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rehabilitation. Thus, it is important to understand the effects of ankle-BB misalignment on 

the dynamics of the human-BB system for providing efficient and accurate BB training. 

While the effect of ankle-BB misalignment has been studied in a one degree of freedom 

(DoF) model (rotation about the ankle) of UP on a BB (Chagdes et al., 2013), it remains 

unclear how such misalignment affects the dynamics of the human-BB system when the 

human body model considers the hip joint. Furthermore, most studies of human-BB UP 

stability consider that the ankle joint is placed directly over the BB pivot (Cruise et al., 

2017; Tahboub, 2009; Cruise et al., 2016; Chagdes et al., 2015; Schweigart & Mergner, 

2007; Zebenay et al., 2015); hence, studies where the ankle joint is misaligned are scarce. 

To the best of our knowledge, only Chagdes et al. (2013) have used a bifurcation analysis 

approach to investigate the effect of ankle-BB misalignment on UP stability and location 

of the equilibrium positions in a model of balance on a BB. Chagdes et al. (2013) reported 

that ankle-BB misalignment breaks the mirror symmetry of the equilibrium found in the 

aligned case and unfolds the pitchfork bifurcation (PB) into a saddle node bifurcation 

(SNB). However, neither contribution of hip joint nor time-delay in the BB’s torque was 

considered. There are a few studies that have included ankle-BB misalignment with 

additional joints contributions; however, these studies investigate balance in response to a 

prescribed perturbation in the BB. For example, Tamegaya et al. (2008) introduced the 

“misaligned ankle” model of four DOF (toe, ankle, knee, and hip) for a humanoid robot for 

which the BB rotated accordingly to a predefined function of time. Zanoosi et al. (2015) 

proposed a three DOF model (ankle, knee, and hip) with ankle-BB misalignment to 

investigate the human-BB UP stability but BB tilt was prescribed by a time-varying 

function. Bilgin et al. (2016) considered ankle-BB misalignment for a humanoid-BB 
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system where the humanoid was modeled as a three DOF model (ankle, knee, and hip) but 

the BB torque was not detailed. 

Bifurcation and numerical nonlinear analysis 

The nonlinear equation of motion describing the dynamics of the human-BB system is 

linearized to perform bifurcation analysis and determine the set of parameter values that 

result in stable UP. This linearization facilitates the analysis (especially for complex 

systems) but nonlinear phenomena is ignored. Numerical nonlinear analysis can be 

performed to consider these nonlinear phenomena and have a better description of the 

dynamics. In this study, numerical nonlinear analysis consists of obtaining the time-series 

solution trajectories of the nonlinear equation of motion via the utilization of MATLAB®. 

Moreover, the solution trajectories allow to perform Fourier analyses and time-frequency 

analyses. Morasso et al. (1999) obtained the solution trajectories of the nonlinear equation 

describing a single inverted pendulum model to show that a small ankle time-delay of 50 

ms was enough to destabilize the system. Solution trajectories of center of mass (CoM) 

displacements were obtained in Masani et al. (2006) to investigate the effect of parameter 

variations on the shape of the applied ankle torque and resulting CoM signals. Maurer et 

al. (2005) used simulation results and experimental measurements to determine the set of 

normal values of some parameters (via a parameter identification algorithm). Numerical 

solutions are also useful to provide phase-portraits and perform other types of analyses. 

Bottaro et al. (2008) and Kowalczyk et al. (2011) obtained the phase-portraits in the 

position-velocity state-space and showed that trajectories converge to different attractors. 

Suzuki et al. (2016) obtained solution trajectories of ankle and hip angles to build and 
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visualize phase-portraits and to compare power spectrum density (PSD) functions of 

simulation trajectories with experimental measurements. Verdaasdonk et al. (2004) used a 

one DoF nonlinear model to obtain the stability properties of LC oscillations based on 

numerical analyses and Poincaré maps.  

Basin of attraction and limit cycle oscillation study 

Several clinical fall-risk factors have been proposed to identify people with a high risk 

of falls. However, these methods are often qualitative in nature (Pondal & Ser, 2008; 

Mancini & Horak, 2010) and their results depend on the experience of the professionals 

guiding the tests. Moreover, most of these methods do not deal with people balancing on a 

BB. On the other hand, some predictors analyze UP stability and risk of falls with nonlinear 

dynamical tools such as entropy (Fino et al., 2015; Borg & Laxaback, 2010; Soangra & 

Lockhart, 2013; Leverick et al., 2014), stochastic resonance (Priplata et al., 2002), and 

Lyapunov exponents (Lockhart & Liu, 2008; Armiyoon & Wu, 2014; Graham & Brown, 

2014). Nevertheless, these tools are difficult to apply for complex models, such as the one 

used here to model the human-BB dynamical system.  

An alternative to such methods and tools is based on the use of the BoA of the 

equilibrium UP and the amplitude of LC oscillations emerging from HBs. The BoA is 

defined as the set of human-BB’s initial positions and velocities that yield to quiet UP. The 

study of BoA and its relation to risk of falls has been explored in studies of balance stability 

for sitting (Tanaka 2008), walking (Su & Dingwell, 2007; Dingwell & Hyun, 2007), sit-to-

stand (Shia et al., 2016), and UP maintenance. Sarmadi et al. (2017) found that variations 

of proprioceptive and vestibular feedback gains affect the size of the BoA for a 
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musculoskeletal model of a one DoF standing human body. Experimental data of subjects 

balancing on a wobble chair was processed (via finite-time Lyapunov exponents and 

Lagrangian coherent structures) to determine the BoA of the system human-chair in Ross 

et al. (2010), Tanaka & Ross (2008); Dong (2015) and Tanaka (2008). Tanaka (2008) and 

Tanaka et al. (2008) compared the resulting BoA for open and closed eyes while sitting on 

a wobble chair. Surprisingly, they found that those with closed eyes show a larger BoA 

(presumably due to a larger kinematic variability). Similar results of the BoA for a person 

sitting on a wobble chair were obtained in Tanaka et al. (2010). With respect to UP 

maintenance, Zakynthinaki et al. (2010, 2013) showed that physical rehabilitation 

increased the size of the UP BoA of a patient who suffered a rupture of the anterior cruciate 

ligament. Stirling et al. (2004) used experimental data of mediolateral and anterior-

posterior leaning angles as well as ground reaction forces to determine the BoA of subjects 

regaining balance after a disturbance. Smith (2016) and Smith et al. (2017) extended the 

work (Stirling et al., 2004) and developed algorithms to determine the BoA by enclosing 

the anterior-posterior and medio-lateral angle trajectories with ellipses or irregular 

polygons.  

LC oscillations are self-sustained periodic motions that mark the onset of dynamic 

instability. In many dynamical systems, the appropriate combination of nonlinearities and 

time-delays drive the system away from a static equilibrium, resulting in LC oscillations 

(Chagdes et al., 2016). Nonlinearities and time-delays are also present in sensory-muscular 

feedback loops that control UP. Moreover, the study of LC oscillations in human UP is of 

interest as it may explain the presence of sway motion while balancing, which is not 

possible using other nonlinear techniques such as Lyapunov exponents, stochastic 
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resonance, or entropy. Chagdes et al. (2013) found intermittent LC oscillations in patients 

with multiple sclerosis and athletes with concussion, who likely have longer time-delays 

and, in the case of multiple sclerosis, increased stiffness due to their neuro-logical 

impairments. Later on, LC oscillations emerging from supercritical HBs in a model of 

human balance on a BB were found in Chagdes et al. (2016) and Chumacero et al. (2019). 

These LC oscillations were briefly investigated in terms of fundamental amplitude and 

frequency in Chagdes et al. (2016) but the LC oscillations emerging from subcritical HBs 

have never been investigated. The study of LC oscillations is of interest as it gives some 

insight into the nonlinear behavior of the system.  

Model validation 

The double inverted pendulum model used to represent a human body balancing in the 

sagittal plane has gained increasing attention (Suzuki et al., 2016; Günther et al., 2009; 

Günther et al., 2011; Chumacero et al., 2019; Hettich & Fennell, 2014; Hettich et al., 2014; 

Goodworth & Peterka, 2018) but only few validation efforts have been found in the 

literature. Winter et al. (1998) validated a model of a standing human by calculating the 

correlation between the measured trajectories of CoM and center of pressure (CoP) and the 

simulated CoM acceleration in both the sagittal and frontal planes. These correlations were 

quite high in the sagittal plane and slightly lower in the frontal plane. A stochastic model 

was developed in Jeka (2004) to characterize the statistical properties of the anterior–

posterior CoM angular displacement trajectory and the results were compared to 

experimental measurements. In Kiemel et al. (2006), a linear-stochastic model was fitted 

to experimental measurements and good qualitative matching between PSD functions were 
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obtained but quantitative comparisons were not provided. Recently, Funato et al. (2016) 

compared body sway motion from experiments with oscillations obtained in simulation for 

a one DoF model and found that a model with a PID controller was able to reproduce the 

observed signals. Goodworth et al. (2014, 2018) compared simulated ankle and hip joint 

angles in the frontal plane with experimental measurements. The gains of a PID controller 

in the simulation were obtained via a parameter estimation routine. A sensitivity analyses 

found that the parameter sensitivity of the model changes at different frequency ranges.  

Conclusion 

Maintaining UP while balancing on a BB is a complex task that requires the correct 

integration of the muscular, proprioceptive, and visual and vestibular (V&V) systems. 

Moreover, the CNS requires time to process information and execute actions to maintain 

UP and hence inherent latencies are present. Any deficits in one or more of these systems 

may have a critical effect on the stability of the human-BB UP. Investigating the effect of 

these deficits via a system dynamics approach and bifurcation analysis is a popular 

approach with a great potential to extend it to even more complex systems.  

One issue with models used in previous studies is the lack of consideration of the hip 

joint in the stability analyses. By including the hip, it is possible to consider the dynamics 

of the upper body to find out whether upper and lower bodies synchronize or desynchronize 

for different parameter conditions. On the other hand, the CoP and CoM depend only on 

the ankle angle position whenever the hip is not taken into consideration. This limits the 

application of the model in cases where disturbance or relative motion of the upper body 

are present. Furthermore, consideration of ankle-BB misalignment is rare in the literature 
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and most studies assume a perfectly aligned human-BB system to simplify the dynamical 

model and its stability analysis. By considering misalignment in the system, it is possible 

to identify other equilibria positions and their stability properties.  

Most studies that address UP BoA assume a rigid-hip human body balancing about the 

ankle joint. Even when their results give some insight into the human balance mechanisms, 

the oversimplification of the system generates some issues regarding the validity of the 

results for a real system. Moreover, these studies utilize complex nonlinear methods to 

obtain the BoAs, but the results seem not satisfactory when compared with more simple 

but efficient methods to obtain the BoA. None of the studies previously mentioned verified 

the stability results provided by the bifurcation analyses, which is critical for systems as 

complex as the one under study because nonlinear terms may have an important effect. 

Finally, validation of the ankle-hip model has not been conducted in previous studies.  

The intent of the present research is to advance the understanding of human balance 

stability that has not been addressed in previous studies. Specifically, this research work 

includes the hip joint in the model of balance of the human-BB system to advance more 

realistic models of balance that better describe the dynamics of the balance and investigate 

the effect of parameter variations (proprioceptive and V&V feedback gains; sensorimotor 

latencies; BB’s stiffness, ankle-BB misalignment) on the equilibrium positions and 

stability properties of the human-BB UP.  

Dissertation Organization  

Chapter I introduces the motivation for the present study, describes how the human-

BB system is studied from a dynamical system approach, and presents a literature review 
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about the state of art in the study of human UP balance. Chapter II outlines the basic 

concepts used herein, such as delay differential equations (DDEs) and its corresponding 

characteristic equation, PB, SNB, HB, and BoA. It also describes the basics of bifurcation 

analysis as well as the software used to perform the analyses. Chapter III introduces the 

equation of motion that describes the dynamics of the human-BB system, defines the 

parameters considered in the study, and introduces the joint torque controllers, the closed 

loop equation, and the characteristic equation. Finally, the effect of modifying time-delays 

and neuromuscular feedback gains on the stability are presented. Chapter IV investigates 

the effect of ankle-BB misalignment and vertical ankle displacement on the position of the 

equilibria and their stability properties. In Chapter V, numerical nonlinear analyses are 

used to verify the UP-stability property results given by bifurcation analyses and to find 

out the effect of parameter variations on the decaying rate and frequency of the oscillations. 

The effect of varying proprioceptive feedback gain and time-delays on the extension of the 

UP BoA and on the amplitude of the LC oscillations is investigated in Chapter VI. In 

Chapter VII, the ASD functions of the model-based and experimental kinematic profiles 

are compared (qualitatively and quantitatively) to validate the anle-hip model of balance 

on a BB. Note that experimental data are from the literature. Finally, Chapter VIII presents 

the concluding remarks of the studies and the future work.  
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CHAPTER II                                                                       
BASIC CONCEPTS 

In this chapter, the basic concepts utilized in the research work are introduced. Namely 

time-delay differential equations, bifurcation analyses in nonlinear dynamical systems and 

the use of the software DDE-BIFTOOL, BoA of stable equilibrium points, and LC 

oscillations. 

Time-Delay Differential Equation 

Several physical systems can be modeled by a DDE equation of the form 

                                           1( , ( ),..., ( ), )mt t t   x f x x η , (2.1) 

where nx   denotes a n -dimensional state-vector, m  is the number of positive constant 

time-delays, pη   stands for the parameters vector, and : n m p n f       is a 

nonlinear smooth function providing the velocity of the state vector x . Let the function 

( )f  has an equilibrium point at *.x  This equilibrium point is Lyapunov stable if the 

solution  0 , ttx  that starts out near *x  stays near forever. More strongly, *x  is Lyapunov 

asymptotically stable if all solutions that start out near *x  converge to *x . 

The characteristic equation of the DDE (2.1) is  

                                            0
1
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τ η  (for 1,2, ,i m  ) are introduced. The location of the roots of 

Equation (2.2) on the complex plane determines the local stability properties of *x . It is 
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known that Equation (2.2) has infinite many roots with a negative real part but zero or a 

finite number of roots with a positive real part (referred from now on as unstable roots). 

The equilibrium  *x  is: 1) stable if all the roots have a non-positive (zero included) real-

part, 2) asymptotically stable if all the roots have a negative real-part (zero not included), 

and 3) unstable if at least one root has a positive real-part. A periodic solution emerges if 

there is a pair of purely imaginary roots.  

Bifurcations  

For a dynamical system as the one in Equation (2.1), a bifurcation occurs whenever a 

small parametric variation in a parameter in  η  causes a sudden change in the stability 

properties of the equilibrium  *x . For nonlinear systems, there are different types of 

bifurcations such as fold, PB, SNB, HB, fold of periodic orbits, and torus bifurcations 

among others. A focus on PB, HB, and SNB is given in the present study. 

Pitchfork bifurcations 

A PB is a local bifurcation where a system evolves from one equilibrium to multiple 

equilibria as a bifurcation parameter varies. There are two types of PBs, namely 

supercritical and subcritical. In a supercritical PB, a stable static equilibrium becomes 

unstable while other stable static equilibria emerge nearby. In a subcritical PB, an unstable 

static equilibrium becomes stable while unstable static equilibria emerge nearby (see 

Figure 2.1). In continuous dynamical systems described by ordinary differential equations, 

PBs occur generically in systems with symmetry ( ) ( ) f x f x . In terms of the roots of the 

characteristic equation (2.2), a PB occurs whenever a single real root crosses through the 
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origin of the complex plane as a bifurcation parameter varies. That is, a PB occurs 

whenever the number of total unstable roots changes by one. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: PB in a one-dimensional system. a) In a supercritical PB, a stable equilibrium 
(solid-line) becomes unstable (dashed-line) as the bifurcation parameter ( r ) increases. b) 
In a subcritical PB, an unstable equilibrium point becomes stable as the bifurcation 
parameter r  increases. In both cases, two more equilibrium points emerge. Note that here 
pink arrows show the direction of flow. 

Saddle-node bifurcations 

In a SNB, multiple equilibria collide and annihilate each other as a bifurcation 

parameter varies. If the state-space is two-dimensional, one of the equilibria is unstable 

(saddle) while the other is stable (node). SNBs may be associated with hysteresis loops 

and catastrophes (Kuznetsov, 1998). In terms of the roots of the characteristic equation 

(Eq. 2.2), a SNB occurs whenever a single root crosses through the origin of the complex 

plane, that is the number of unstable roots changes by one. This condition is the same as 

the condition for PB; however, a SNB also requires the function ( )f x  is asymmetric (an 

asymmetric function satisfies ( ) ( ) f x f x ). 
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Figure 2.2: SNB in a one-dimensional system: The two equilibria ax  and bx  approach 

each other as the bifurcation parameter r  increases. At the bifurcation point ( 0r  ), the 
equilibria collide and vanish each other (there is no equilibrium point for 0r  ). Red 
arrows show the direction of flow. 

Limit cycles oscillations and Hopf bifurcations  

LCs have the property that at least another trajectory converges into it as time 

approaches either infinity or negative infinity, i.e. a LC is a closed trajectory in the state-

space. LC oscillations are created at Hopf bifurcations (HBs) and have been used to model 

the behavior of many real-world oscillatory systems, including walking (Xiao & Asano, 

2017) and sway motion while quietly standing up (Chagdes et al., 2016).  

A HB is a local bifurcation in which a static equilibrium of a dynamical system changes 

stability properties and LC oscillations are generated. In other words, an attractive 

equilibrium point becomes an attractive periodic solution (supercritical HB) or a repulsive 

equilibrium point becomes a repulsive periodic solution (subcritical HB). It must be 

clarified that only supercritical HB guarantee the creation of LC oscillations (Verdaasdonk 

et al., 2004). More details about HBs in DDEs can be found in Dercole & Rinaldi (2011). 

With respect to the roots of the characteristic equation (2.2), a HB occurs whenever a pair 
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of complex conjugate roots passes through the imaginary axis of the complex plane. That 

is, whenever the number of unstable roots changes by two.  

 

Figure 2.3: Supercritical HB in a two-dimensional system: Consider the dynamical 

system 1 2( , , )x x rx h , where r  is the bifurcation parameter and    1 2 0 0
T T

x x   is 

an equilibrium point. For 0r  , the equilibrium point is attractive. There is a 
supercritical HB at 0r  . For 0r  , the equilibrium point becomes repulsive and an 
attractive LC emerges. Note that the amplitude of the LC oscillations increase as r  
increases. 

DDE-BIFTOOL: A MATLAB® Software for Bifurcation Analysis 

DDE-BIFTOOL (Engelborghs, 2001; Sieber et al., 2016) is a MATLAB® software 

used to perform numerical bifurcation analyses to DDEs. It allows the computation, 

continuation, and stability analysis of steady state solutions, their Hopf, pitchfork, and fold 

bifurcations, periodic solutions and connecting orbits. Stability analysis of steady state 

solutions is achieved through computing approximations and corrections to the rightmost 

roots (which may include the unstable roots) of a characteristic equation. Periodic 

solutions, their Floquet multipliers, and connecting orbits are computed using piecewise 

polynomial collocation on adaptively refined meshes. The software has been successfully 

used in several studies of UP stability (Bingham et al., 2011; Stepan, 2009; Cruise et al., 
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2017; Suzuki et al., 2011; Verdaasdonk et al., 2004; Chagdes et al., 2013; Cruise et al., 

2016; Chagdes et al., 2015; Chagdes et al., 2012; Chumacero et al., 2018). More details 

about the software and its utilization can be found in Engelborghs et al. (2000) and Sieber 

et al. (2016). 

Basin of Attraction of an Equilibrium 

Consider the equilibrium *x  is asymptotically stable for given parameter values η . 

The BoA of *x  is the set of initial conditions 0 0( )t x x  such that the evolution of the 

trajectory solution  0 ,,tx x η  converges to *x  as t  . That is, the BoA of an 

equilibrium is the region in the state-space that contains the initial conditions whose time 

evolution trajectories converge to that equilibrium. Knowing the BoA results in a wider 

understanding of the behavior of a dynamical systems (Nusse, 1994). A simple example 

for a BoA is that of a point particle moving in a two-well potential with friction (Figure 

2.4). All initial conditions eventually converge to any one of the two equilibria at 0 ,x x 

which are in fact the minima of the energy function ( )V x  (Figure 2.4a). Figure 2.4b shows 

the BoAs (blank and hatched regions) of these equilibria. Any trajectory starting on the 

blank region converges to 0x  while any trajectory starting on the hatched region 

converges to 0x .  
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Figure 2.4: Energy and BoA of the double-well system. a) Double-well potential with 
energy ( ).V x  Note that (0) 0V   and ( )V x  has two minima at 0x  and 0x , which 

correspond to the two equilibrium points of the system. b) BoAs in the state-space ( , )x x  
for the two equilibria shown in a). Solution trajectories starting on the hatched region 
converge to 0x  while solution trajectories starting on the blank region converge to 0x . 
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CHAPTER III                                                                      

EFFECT OF SENSORIMOTOR LATENCIES AND ACTIVE 
MUSCULAR STIFFNESS ON STABILITY FOR AN ANKLE-HIP 

MODEL OF BALANCE ON A BALANCE BOARD  

 

Model Development 

Model of the human-BB dynamic system 

A diagram of the human-BB system is shown in Figure 3.1, where a three-link inverted 

pendulum represents a two DoF human body balancing on a one DoF BB, both rotating in 

the sagittal plane. The BB rotates about its hinge while the human body rotates about the 

ankle and the hip joints.  

 

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the human-BB system. A two DoF human body balancing in the 
sagittal plane on a one DoF BB. Link 1 represents the BB, Link 2 the legs, and Link 3 the 
compound HAT, respectively. 
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The governing equation of motion that describes the dynamics of the human-BB system is: 

                       ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
T

b a ht t t t t M t M t M t   D q q C q q G q    (3.1) 

where  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
T

b a ht q t q t q tq  ( ),  tq and ( )tq  represent the joint angle, angular 

velocity, and angular acceleration vectors, respectively. Joint angles bq , aq , and hq  are 

depicted in Figure 3.1.   ,D  C , and  G  denote the inertia matrix, the Coriolis term, 

and the gravity term, respectively. Details of the terms in Equation (3.1) are given in 

Appendix A. The physical parameters (masses, lengths, moments of inertia, etc.) 

correspond to a human body of 70 kg weight and 180 cm height and a rigid BB of 210 kg. 

The numeric values are given in Table 3.1. It is assumed that the ankle joint can be placed 

directly above the BB’s pivot or in a position where it is misaligned with respect to the BB 

hinge ( 0ax  ).  

Table 3.1: Physical parameters for a human body of 70 kg and 180 cm. 
Parameter Value Description 

1m  212.36 kg Combined mass of BB and feet 

2m  21.43 kg Combined mass of legs (Excluding feet) 

3m  46.2 kg Mass of head arms trunk (HAT)  

ah  5 cm Distance from ankle to BB top surface 

1L  81.43 cm Distance from ankle joint to hip joint  

2L  69.27 cm Distance from hip joint to the top of head 

1l  10 cm Distance from BB’s pivot to BB’s CoM 

2l  46.17 cm Distance from ankle joint to leg’s CoM 

3l  46.41 cm Distance from hip joint to HAT’s CoM 

1I  6.82 2kg m  Moment of inertia for BB 

2I  3.31 2kg m  Moment of inertia for legs  

3I  4.51 2kg m  Moment of inertia for the HAT 
g  9.81 2/m s  Gravitational acceleration 
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Control torques and closed-loop system  

The torque acting at the BB’s hinge is assumed as the result of a torsional spring which 

acts at with a delay. It is proposed as 

 ( )b b b bM K q t   , (3.2) 

where bK  represents the stiffness of the torsional spring and b  stands for the time-delay 

in BB feedback. The corrective torques at the ankle ( ( )aM t ) and hip ( ( )hM t ) joints are 

modeled as the sum of passive and active terms. That is 

 , ,( ) ( ) ( )a a pass a actM t M t M t    (3.3) 

and 

 , ,( ) ( ) ( )h h pass h actM t M t M t    (3.4) 

The passive terms at the ankle ( , ( )a passiveM t ) and hip ( , ( )h passiveM t ) joints arise from the 

stiffness and viscosity of the muscles and ligaments surrounding the joints and act 

instantaneously as a response to joint angle position and velocity changes. These torques 

are modeled as 

  3
, ( ) ( ) ( )a pass ma a a ma aM K q t q t C q t      (3.5) 

  3
, ( ) ( ) ( )h pass mh h h mh hM K q t q t C q t    . (3.6) 

 where maK  and maC  represent the ankle passive muscular stiffness and viscosity, 

respectively. Similarly, mhK  and mhC  stand for the hip passive muscular stiffness and 

viscosity, respectively.   accounts for nonlinearities in muscular stiffness.  

The active corrective terms at the ankle ( ,a activeM ) and hip ( ,h activeM ) joints are regulated 

by the CNS based on proprioceptive and V&V feedback. It is known that the proprioceptive 
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sensory system provides body angle information in a local reference frame while the V&V 

systems provide body angle information in the absolute reference frame. Moreover, the 

neuromuscular system requires time to transmit and process sensory signals as well as time 

to contract muscles (Maurer & Peterka, 2005). Hence, the active terms are modeled as  

       , ( )a act pa a a va b a a aM t K q t K q t q t         

 (3.7)

         , ( )h act ph h h vh b h a h hhM t K q t K q t q t q t           . (3.8) 

where paK  and vaK  denote the proprioceptive and combined V&V feedback gains at the 

ankle joint, respectively. phK  and vhK denote the proprioceptive and combined V&V 

feedback gains at the hip joint, respectively. The sensorimotor latencies affecting the ankle 

and hip torques are denoted by a  and h , respectively.  

The closed-loop equation is written in the state-space form as: 

  
21

1
1 1 2 12 ( ( , , ) ( , )) ) (t

  
          

xx
x

D x M τ η C x x G xx





 , (3.9) 

where the state-vector 1 2

T TT T T T       x x x q q , the time-delays ( τ ) and the 

parameters vector,    
T

a hb  τ  and          
T

b pa ph va vh ma mh ma mh aK K K K K K K C C x   η  

respectively, are introduced. Equation (3.9) is expressed in the form of a DDE as 

 ( ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), )b a ht t t t     x f x x x x η . (3.10) 

which has an equilibrium at * [0 0 0 0 0 0]Tx  (the static UP) for any parameter value in 

η  and τ  as long as 0ax  .  

The characteristic equation of the nonlinear equation of motion (3.10) is  
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  0det 0b a h
b a he e e         I A A A A , (3.11) 
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τ η  for , ,i b a h . Note that these 

matrices depend on the values of the time-delays and the parameters.  

Bifurcation parameters and DDE-BIFTOOL 

The roots location of the characteristic equation (3.11) depends on the 10 parameters 

in η  and the three time-delays in τ . To reduce the total number of parameters, some 

assumptions were considered as a result of the human balance biomechanics. First, as the 

cross-sectional area of the muscles attached to the hip joint is larger than the cross-sectional 

area of the muscles attached to the ankle joint (Morasso & Schieppati, 1999; Flash & 

Gurevich, 1997; Hof, 1998), it is assumed that the hip muscular stiffness is 20% larger than 

the ankle muscular stiffness. That is 1.2ph paK K  and 1.2vh vaK K . Second, with 

normalizing purposes, the ratios / r
p p

cK K K , / r
v v

cK K K  and / cr
bb bK K K  are 

defined ( pK , vK , and bK  are dimensionless and p paK K  and v vaK K  are introduced 

to simplify notation). The gain crK mgh  is the critical ankle stiffness required to stabilize 

the rigid-hip human body standing on firm surface and actuated by a simple proportional 

(P) control torque at the ankle ( ( ) ( )cr
a aM K qt t ). Similarly, 11

cr cr
bK K lm g   is the 

critical BB stiffness required to stabilize the rigid-ankle and rigid-hip human-BB system 

actuated by a P control at the BB hinge ( ( ) ( )cr
b b bM K qt t ).  
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Six parameters ( ,bK  ,pK  ,vK ,b  ,a  and h ) remain and are defined as bifurcation 

parameters for bifurcation analyses. Varying these parameter values may result in local 

bifurcations. A focus on PBs and HBs is given in this work. 

Table 3.2: Bifurcation parameters and values of fixed control gains for each one of the six 
3D parameter-spaces tested. For instance consider Case 1, the region of asymptotic 

stability is obtained in the  , ,b p bK K   parameter-space where b  is set at 1, 15, 20, 40, 

80, and 120 ms and the control gains are set at the values shown. 

 
Case 

Bifurcation 
Parameters 

𝜏  
[ms] 

𝜏  
[ms] 

𝜏  
[ms] 

Control Gains 

1) , ,b p bK K   {1,15, 
20,40, 
80,120} 

0 0  
0va vhK K   

cr
pa pK K K  

1.2ph paK K  

0.6 cr
maK K  

0.6 cr
mhK K  

0.2 cr
maC K  

0.4 cr
mhC K  

2) , ,b p aK K   0 {10,40, 
80,120, 
160,180} 

0 

3) , ,b p hK K   0 0 {1,40, 
80,120, 
150,180} 

4) , ,b v bK K   {1,10, 
30,50, 
70,90} 

0 0 

0pa phK K 
cr

va vK K K  

1.2vh vaK K  

5) , ,b v aK K   0 {1,10, 
30,50, 
70,90} 

0 

6) , ,b v hK K   0 0 {1,40, 
60,80, 
120,150} 

 
DDE-BIFTOOL is an open source software widely used in analyzing local bifurcations 

by calculating the rightmost roots of a DDE’s characteristic equation (Engelborghs, 2001; 

Sieber et al., 2016). In this work, DDE-BIFTOOL is used to determine the region of 

asymptotic stability of the upright equilibrium and the region of bounded solution 
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trajectories (stable limit cycles) in the six parameter-spaces listed in Table 3.2. For each 

parameter-space, the corresponding time-delay is set fixed at six values. 

Results  

Figures 3.2 through 3.7 show the region of asymptotic stability in the 3D parameter-

space for the six different combinations listed in Table 3.2, respectively. Each figure has 

six subfigures and each subfigure corresponds to a slice of the 3D parameter-space at a 

fixed time-delay. For example, Figure 3.2a shows the slice of the ( , , )b p bK K   parameter-

space for b =1 ms. The parameter-space in each subfigure is divided into stable and 

unstable regions by bifurcation curves, which can be supercritical HB, subcritical HB, or 

supercritical PB. The number shown in each region corresponds to the total number of 

unstable roots for Equation (3.11) and each number has been assigned a color for that 

region: 4 as magenta, 3 as blue, 2 as pink, 1 as cyan, and 0 as green. On a supercritical PB, 

the human-BB system would not fall for small parametric variations, but it leans forward 

or backward to a stooped posture. On a supercritical HB, any perturbation will result in 

sway motion with stable oscillatory behavior for the human-BB system. Finally, on a 

subcritical HB, the human-BB system returns to the vertical posture for small 

perturbations, but large perturbations induce oscillations of uncontrolled amplitude. 

Effect of proprioceptive feedback and time-delays 

To study this effect vK  was set to zero while ,bK  ,pK  ,b  ,a  and h  were varied. 

The local stability properties of UP were determined in the )( , ,b p bK K  , )( , ,b p aK K  , and 

)( , ,b p hK K   parameter-spaces. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the local stability properties of UP in the parameter-space 

)( , ,b p bK K   when 0.a h    When b  is short enough for asymptotically stable UP 

(shown in Figure 3.2a-e), decreasing pK  too much destabilizes the equilibrium via a 

supercritical PB (when bK  is relatively low) or a supercritical HB (when bK  is relatively 

high), while increasing pK  too much destabilizes the equilibrium via a subcritical HB. In 

the case of crossing the supercritical HB, the equilibrium point loses asymptotic stability 

but the human-BB system remains stable due to the creation of stable LC oscillations. On 

the other hand, decreasing bK  too much destabilized the equilibrium via either a 

supercritical PB (when pK  is low) or a subcritical HB (when pK  is high), while increasing 

bK  too much results in instability via a supercritical HB leading to the creation of a stable 

LC. When a subcritical HB curve is crossed, both the equilibrium point and the human-BB 

system lose stability as unstable LC oscillations are generated. When b  increases, the 

region of asymptotic stability reduces until it vanishes (see Figure 3.2a-f). If b  increases 

and bK  is either large or also increases from the region of asymptotic stability (green color), 

a supercritical HB will eventually be encountered (shown in Figure 3.2b-f); therefore 

leading to the creation of a stable LC. 

Figure 3.3 shows the local stability of UP in the parameter-space )( , ,b apK K   when 

0.b h    For all values of a  shown in Fig 3.3, decreasing pK  or bK  too much yields 

instability via a Supercritical PB while increasing bK  has no effect on the stability. For 

longer values of a  (Figure 3.3b-f), increasing pK  too much yields instability via a 
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supercritical HB. Increasing a  shrinks the region of asymptotic stability but this region 

does not vanish under these conditions. Increasing a  causes supercritical HB to appears 

at lower values of .pK  When the combination of pK  and a  are increased such that this 

supercritical HP (shown in Figure 3.3b-f) is crossed, a stable LC emerges. 

Figure 3.4 shows the local stability of UP in the )( , ,b hpK K   parameter-space when 

0.b a    For all values of h  in Figure 3.4, the general trend is similar to the effect of 

variations in ;a  however, as h  increases, the region of asymptotic stability shrinks much 

slower than the case in Figure 3.3. When the combination of pK  and h  increases such that 

the supercritical HB (shown in Figure 3.4b-f) is crossed, a stable LC emerges. 
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Figure 3.2: Region of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b bpK K   parameter-space for BB’s 

time-delays b : 𝑎  1 ms; 𝑏  15 ms; 𝑐  20 ms; 𝑑  40 ms; 𝑒  80 ms; and 𝑓  120 ms. 

For values of 𝐾  and 𝐾  located in the green region, the characteristic equation of the 
linearized system has zero unstable roots, which set the UP asymptotically stable. In each 
panel, the region of asymptotic stability is bordered by supercritical PB, supercritical HB 
and subcritical HB. 
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Figure 3.3: Region of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b apK K   parameter-space for ankle’s 

time-delays equal to 𝑎  10 ms; 𝑏  40 ms; 𝑐  80 ms; 𝑑  120 ms; 𝑒  160 ms; and 𝑓  
180 ms. For values of 𝐾  and 𝐾  located in the cyan region, the characteristic equation 
has one unstable root. The supercritical PB and HB curves divide the parameter-space 
into regions where the UP equilibrium is either asymptotically stable (green) or unstable 
(cyan and pink). Note that the UP equilibrium is unstable in the sense of Lyapunov but 
the human-BB system will have a stable oscillatory behavior in the pink region due to the 
supercritical HB. The supercritical HB shrinks as time-delay increases but the 
supercritical PB is not affected.  
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Figure 3.4: Region of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b hpK K   parameter-space for 

increasing hip’s time-delays 𝜏 : 𝑎  1 ms; 𝑏  40 ms; 𝑐  80 ms; 𝑑  120 ms; 𝑒  150 
ms; and 𝑓  180 ms. For values of 𝐾  and 𝐾  located in the pink region, the characteristic 
equation has two unstable roots and the UP equilibrium is unstable but stable LC 
oscillations are expected. In 𝑒  and 𝑓 , a subcritical HB curve is found for large 𝐾  but 
its study lies beyond the scope of this research. 

Effect of visual and vestibular feedback and time-delays 

To study this effect pK  was set to zero while bK , vK , b , a , and h  were varied. The 

local stability properties of UP was calculated in the )( , ,b v bK K  , )( , ,b v aK K  , and 

)( , ,b v hK K   parameter-spaces. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the local stability of UP in the )( , ,b v bK K   parameter-space for 

0.a h    For all values of b  shown in Figure 3.5, asymptotically stable UP can be 

achieved at higher vK  if bK  is also higher, but too much of an increase in bK  destabilizes 

UP via a supercritical HB leading to the creation of a stable LC. Too much of a decrease 

in vK  results in instability via a supercritical PB while too large of an increase in vK  results 

in instability via either a supercritical HB (for short b ) or a subcritical HP (for long b ). 

Increasing b  reduces the region of asymptotic stability and a transformation of a 

supercritical HB to a subcritical HB can be seen between 30 ms (shown in Figure 3.5c) and 

50 ms (shown in Figure 3.5d), causing a stable LC to switch to an unstable LC. 

Figure 3.6 shows the local stability of UP in the )( , ,b avK K   parameter-space  for 

0.b h    For all values of a  shown in Figure 3.6, the range of vK  that stabilizes the 

equilibrium is larger when bK  is higher. Too much of an increase in vK  yields either a 

stable LC via a supercritical HB for short a  (Figure 3.6a-b) or an unstable LC for long a  

(Figure 3.6d-e). Figure 3.6c and 3.6f show a transition from supercritical HB to subcritical 

HB as a  increases and the creation of a stable or an unstable LC depends on bK . For all 

values of a , decreasing vK  too much yields instability via a supercritical PB while 

increasing bK  has no effect on the stability. Increasing a  shrinks the region of asymptotic 

stability and turns a segment of the supercritical HB into subcritical HB.  
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Figure 3.5: Region of asymptotic stability in the  parameter-space  , ,b v bK K   for 

increasing BB’s time-delays 𝜏 : 𝑎  1 ms; 𝑏  10 ms; 𝑐  30 ms; 𝑑  60 ms; 𝑒  70 ms; 
and 𝑓  90 ms. For values of 𝐾  and 𝐾  located in the blue region, the characteristic 
equation has three unstable roots, and for values in the dark-pink region the characteristic 
equation has four unstable roots, both cases render unstable the UP equilibrium. 
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Figure 3.6: Region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b v aK K   parameter-space for 

increasing ankle’s time-delays 𝜏 : 𝑎  1 ms; 𝑏  10 ms; 𝑐  30 ms; 𝑑  50 ms; 𝑒  70 
ms; and 𝑓  90 ms. Increasing ankle time-delay has no effect on the PB but it has two 
effects on the HB. First, the region of asymptotic stability shrinks and second, the 
supercritical HB gradually turns into subcritical HB. 
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 Figure 3.7: Region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b v hK K   parameter-space 

for increasing hip’s time-delay 𝜏 : 𝑎  1 ms; 𝑏  40 ms; 𝑐  60 ms; 𝑑  80 ms; 𝑒  120 
ms; and 𝑓  150 ms. Increasing hip time-delay has no effect on the supercritical PB curve 
but it shrinks the region of asymptotic stability. 
 
Figure 3.7 shows the local stability of UP in the )( , ,b hvK K   parameter-space for 

0.b a    For all vales of a  shown in Figure 3.7, the general trend is similar to the 

effect of variations in ;a  however, increasing vK  too much creates a stable LC through 

a supercritical HB for all h  and it does not show any transition between supercritical HB 

and subcritical HB. Increasing h  shrinks the region of asymptotic stability. 
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Figure 3.8: Shrinking of the region of asymptotic stability as time-delays b , a , and h  

increase in the (𝑎) (𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  and 𝑏  (𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏 ) parameter-spaces, for 𝑖 𝑏, 𝑎, ℎ. The 
region of asymptotic stability completely vanishes as BB’s time-delay 𝜏  increases. 
However, for ankle’s and hip’s time-delays 𝜏 , 𝜏 , the region of asymptotic stability 
shrinks but it does not vanish. That is, increasing BB’s time-delay destroys asymptotic 
stability but increasing ankle’s or hip’s does not. Moreover, the shrinking rate as BB’s 
time-delay increase is larger. 
 

The results in Figure 3.8 show that increasing b , a , or h  shrinks the region of 

asymptotic stability but this region vanishes only with b  (for the values of delays chosen 

in this study). Moreover, the shrink rate is largest when BB time-delay is adjusted. 

Discussion 

This study introduces an ankle-hip model of upright balance on a BB to investigate the 

underlying stability and bifurcation inherent in BB manipulations. The bifurcation analysis 

of this study not only confirms some of the mechanisms of instability found in Chagdes et 

al. (2013) and Cruise et al. (2017) but provides better resolution into the effects of 

neuromuscular time-delay by investigating six values of time-delays (

10,  40,  80,  120,  160,  180 msa  ). In addition, the exploration of bifurcations that 

emerge with variations in hip parameters confirms that indeed, the hip joint does affect the 
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UP and the effect of h  is similar to a . Assuming hip contributions are an integral 

component of maintaining UP on a BB, models including hip contributions (and possibly 

contributions from other joints) should be included in future studies. Therefore, our goal is 

to extend the current model of balance to include other body joints such as knee, shoulder, 

and elbow. With six values of time-delays some interesting new phenomena show up: (1) 

The supercritical HB shown in Figure 3.6a-b transforms into a subcritical HB shown in 

Figure 3.6d with increases to .b  The transformation leads to a change in the stability of 

the LC generated when the combinations of vK  and b  are increased beyond this 

bifurcation boundary. (2) The supercritical HB shown in Figure 3.6a-b gradually turns into 

the subcritical HB shown in Figure 3.6c-f with increases to a , also indicating a change in 

the stability of the LC beyond the bifurcation curve. It is interesting to note, however, that 

due to the gradual nature of this transformation the stability of the LC encountered depends 

on bK . 

In general, to maintain UP stability the combination of bK , ,pK  and vK  should be 

within a range where the lower limit is the PB curve and the upper limits are the HB curves 

(either subcritical and/or supercritical). For values smaller than the lower limit, the UP 

equilibrium of an ankle-hip model of balance is unstable and the body will tend towards 

one of two stable leaning positions (forward/backward) in the sagittal plane. On the other 

hand, values larger than the upper bound result in either a stable or an unstable LC which 

depends on factors such as the magnitude of the time-delays and bK . These findings are in 

line with those in Chagdes et al. (2013) and Cruise et al. (2017), suggesting that there are 

two types of instabilities (i.e., oscillatory and leaning) that arise in UP on a BB, which may 
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be caused by different mechanisms such as increased latencies and/or impairments visual, 

vestibular, or proprioceptive feedback. Prior works simulating UP on a BB have shown 

that the region of asymptotic stability shrinks when neuromuscular time-delays are 

increased (Chagdes et al., 2013, 2015). Furthermore, insights into subtle changes in the 

criticality of the HB, and as a result the stability of LCs, were provided by exploring 

variations of multiple feedback gains ( bK , ,pK and vK ) and 6 discrete values of delays (

b , a , and h ). 

Model predictions and observations in literature 

The predictions of our model when BB stiffness is large and mimics that of a rigid 

surface are in line with other work published in literature of UP on rigid surfaces (Ishida et 

al., 1997; Horlings et al., 2008; Chagdes et al., 2016; Peterka & Benolken, 1995). In a 

simulation and experimental study Chagdes et al. (2016) found that individuals with 

multiple sclerosis or concussion, who likely have larger latencies, exhibit intermittent LC 

oscillations as predicted by a simple mathematical model. While our model is of UP on a 

BB, the development of a LC with excessive a  and h  is consistent with this prior work.  

Peterka et al. (1995) found that patients with vestibular loss did not increase the sensory 

weighting of proprioception contributions, which could be explained in Figure 3.3, where 

too large of pK  results in crossing a supercritical HB. Peterka (2002) found that high 

stiffness (either pK  or vK  in our model) induces larger body-sway. This is predicted by 

Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7, where HBs are crossed when pK  or vK  increases too much. 

This also helps to explain the increased body-sway of 12 healthy subjects after electric 
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current was induced in the vestibular nerve and the labyrinth (Johansson et al., 1995). 

Conversely, the same vestibular stimulation decreased body-sway of five Parkinson’s 

patients in Sudipto et al. (2009). However, it is not known whether such stimulation is 

equivalent to increment or decrement of vK  to directly compare with our results.  

Ishida et al. (1997) found that the vestibular system contributes more when standing on 

a tilting surface, but the proprioceptive system has a larger impact when standing on a rigid 

surface. The former is consistent with the observation that the region of asymptotic stability 

is smaller in the parameter-space )( , ,b v bK K   than in ,( , , )b p bK K   which suggests vK  is 

more critical when balancing on a tilting surface. 

Finally, leaning postures have been observed in captocormia population (Jankovic, 

2006) and pleurothotonus population (Suzuki & Matsuzaka, 2002). Captocormia is usually 

caused by dysfunction of extensor spinal muscles (Lenoir et al., 2010), which can be related 

to low pK  and vK  here. On the other hand, pleurothotonus is characterized by abnormal 

and sustained involuntary muscle contraction (Nishimura et al., 2007), which can be 

interpreted as variations of pK  and .vK  

Some of the above-mentioned experimental results are consistent with the predictions 

in this study. However, manipulation of sensory systems and quantification of sensory 

deficits are difficult to accomplish and cannot be always well-defined (Van Der Kooij et 

al., 1999). Consequently, more experiments with validation purposes are needed.  
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CHAPTER IV                                                                      
EFFECT OF ANKLE-BB MISALIGNMENT AND UPWARD ANKLE 
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT ON STABILITY AND EQUILIBRIUM 

LOCATION FOR AN ANKLE-HIP MODEL OF BALANCE ON A 
BALANCE BOARD  

Ankle-BB Misalignment 

In order to understand the effect of ankle-BB misalignment on the UP stability and the 

equilibrium positions of the human-BB system, the distance ax  is set at three conditions 

(see Figure 4.1a, b, c), namely aligned ankle ( 0ax   cm), small ankle-BB misalignment (

1ax   cm), and large ankle-BB misalignment ( 5ax   cm). For each condition; the 

asymptotic stability region is determined in six selected 3D parameters-spaces, which 

correspond to the combinations of BB stiffness ( bK ), proprioceptive feedback gain ( pK ), 

combined V&V feedback gain ( vK ), as well as time-delays affecting the BB ( b ), ankle (

a ), and hip ( h ) torques. Hence, 18 cases as shown in Table 4.1 are considered. 

Table 4.1: Cases of study for the bifurcation analyses and different ankle-BB misalignment. 
 Case Active control gains Parameter-space Time-delays 

𝑥
0 

cm
 

1 𝐾 𝐾 0 
𝐾 𝐾 𝐾  
𝐾 1.2𝐾  

𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
2 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
3 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
4 𝐾 𝐾 0 

𝐾 𝐾 𝐾  
𝐾 1.2𝐾  

𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
5 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
6 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 

 𝑥
1 

cm
 

7 𝐾 𝐾 0 
𝐾 𝐾 𝐾  
𝐾 1.2𝐾  

𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
8 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
9 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
10 𝐾 𝐾 0 

𝐾 𝐾 𝐾  
𝐾 1.2𝐾  

𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
11 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
12 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 

 𝑥
5 

cm
 

13 𝐾 𝐾 0 
𝐾 𝐾 𝐾  
𝐾 1.2𝐾  

𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
14 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
15 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
16 𝐾 𝐾 0 

𝐾 𝐾 𝐾  
𝐾 1.2𝐾  

𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
17 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
18 𝐾 , 𝐾 , 𝜏  𝜏 𝜏 0 
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In Table 4.1 for each ankle-BB misalignment value, the region of asymptotic stability 

is determined in six 3D parameter-spaces. For each case, one time-delay is set at six 

values (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 ms, one at a time) while the other two time-delays 

are set at zero. In all cases, 0.6 cr
maK K , 0.8 cr

mhK K , 0.2 cr
maC K , and 0.4 cr

mhC K

. For instance Case 7, where 1ax   cm and 0vh vaK K  . In this case, the region of 

asymptotic stability is determined in the  , ,b p bK K  for six values of b  while 

0a h   . 

Parameter Bifurcation Analysis 

For this study, the assumptions described in Section Bifurcation parameters and DDE-

BIFTOOL were considered. Six parameters remain  , , , , ,a hb p v bK K K     and are defined 

as bifurcation parameters for the bifurcation analyses. Six 3D parameter-spaces are 

selected as  , ,b p bK K  ,  , ,b p aK K  ,  , ,b p hK K  ,  , ,b v bK K  ,  , ,b v aK K  , and 

 , ,b v hK K  . 

The parameter bifurcation analyses were performed via the software DDE-BIFTOOL 

(Engelborghs, 2001; Sieber et al., 2016). DDE-BIFTOOL utilizes numerical methods to 

estimate the rightmost roots of the characteristic equation of a given DDE. This information 

is then used to determine the existence of bifurcations as parameters vary. In the present 

study, Hopf, saddle-node, and/or PB curves are found. These curves delimit the regions of 

asymptotic stability within the six 3D sub-spaces previously listed.  
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Equilibrium Points 

In Chapter III, the origin  * 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tx  is an equilibrium of Equation (3.10) 

despite the values of the parameters in η  and τ . In this study, the origin is no longer an 

equilibrium point for the cases where 0ax  . The ankle-BB misalignment brakes the 

mirror symmetry of the system and induces the creation of other equilibrium points in 

forward or backward postures. The equilibriua for 0ax   are estimated using Newton-

Raphson method for different parameter combinations. The vector 6*y   satisfying 

 ( *, *, *, *, *) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tf y y y y η  is found for a given 3*η  . The parameters that 

make up the vector * [   ]T
b p vK K Kη  are varied in the parameter bifurcation analyses. The 

equilibrium points are calculated for continuously increasing bK  while two sub-cases are 

considered. In the first sub-case the proprioceptive gain is set either small ( 1pK  ), 

medium ( 10pK  ), or large ( 20pK  ) while the combined V&V gain is set at zero (

0vK  ). In the second sub-case, the combined V&V gain is set either small ( 1vK  ), 

medium ( 10vK  ), or large ( 20vK  ) while the proprioceptive gain is set at zero ( 0pK 

). The remaining parameters in η  are fixed at the values given in Table 3.1. The time-

delays are set at 0b   , 0a  , and 0h   as steady-state equilibrium points are found. 

Effect of Vertical Displacement 

The displacement of the ankle joint with respect to the BB pivot in the upward direction 

(referred from now on as vertical displacement) plays a critical role in the stability 

properties of the UP of the human-BB system. In this study, the combined effect of ankle-
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BB misalignment and vertical displacement is determined using parameter bifurcation 

analyses. First, the region of asymptotic stability in the six sub-spaced previously 

mentioned and the location of the equilibrium position is determined for a small vertical 

displacement ( 5ah   cm). Then, the vertical displacement is increased by 100% ( 10ah   

cm) and the regions of stability and equilibrium points are calculated again (see Figure 4.1a 

and e).  

 
Figure 4.1: Three ankle-BB misalignment conditions are considered, namely (a) aligned (

0ax   cm) and small vertical displacement ( 5ah  cm), (b) small misalignment ( 1ax   

cm), and (c) large misalignment ( 5ax   cm). The vertical displacement is set large (

10ah  cm) in (d). In all cases, the physical parameters are those listed in Chapter III. 

Results  

Figures 4.2-4.4 show the region of stability in the  , ,b p bK K  ,  , , ,b p aK K   and 

 , ,b p hK K   parameter-spaces, respectively. Figures 4.6-4.8 show the stability regions in 

the  , ,b v bK K  ,  , ,b v aK K  , and  , ,b v hK K   parameter-spaces, respectively. Each 

subfigure corresponds to a slice of the corresponding parameter-space at a fixed time-delay. 

The asymptotic stability region in each subfigure is bounded by HB, PB, and/or SNB 

curves and is composed of areas 0b
A  , 0b

B  ,…, 60h
H  . The composition of the asymptotic 

stability regions for each case is given in Table 4.2. For example, Figure 4.2c shows the 
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slice of the ( , , )b p bK K   parameter-space for 20 msb  , where the stability region is 

delimited by HB and PB curves for the case where the aligned cases (  cm0ax  ) and by 

HB and a SNB curves for small and large ankle-BB misalignments ( 1ax   and 5ax   cm). 

Moreover, the asymptotic stability region is composed of areas 20b
A   and 

1 20C   if 0ax   

or 1ax   cm and of areas 
1 20A   and 

1 20B   if 5ax   cm. On the other hand, Figures 4.5 

and 4.9 show the equilibrium positions for increasing bK  at the three values of ax  and at 

three values of pK  (Figure 4.5) or vK  (Figure 4.9). 

Table 4.2: Composition of the stability regions in the )( , ,b p bK K  , )( , ,b p aK K  , 

)( , ,b hpK K  , )( , ,b v bK K  , )( , ,b v aK K  , and )( , ,b v hK K   parameter-spaces. 

 Delay [ms] 𝒙𝒂 𝟎 cm 𝒙𝒂 𝟏 cm 𝒙𝒂 𝟓 cm 

𝐾
,𝐾

 ,𝜏
 (

F
ig

ur
e 

4.
2)

 0b   bA  bA  b bA B   

10b   b bA C   b bA C   b b bA B C     

20b   b bA C   b bA C   b b bA B C     

30b   b b bA C D     b b bA C E     b b bA B C     

40b   b bA C   b bA C   b b bA B C     

50b   b b bA C D     b bA C   b b bA B E     

60b   b b bA C D     b b b bA C E F       b b b b bA B G F E         

𝐾
,𝐾

 ,𝜏
  (

F
ig

ur
e 

4.
3)

 0a   aA  aA  a aA B   

10a   aA  aA  a aA B   

20a   aA  aA  a a aA B C     

30a   aA  aA  a a aA B C     

40a   aA  a aA C   a a aA B C     

50a   aA  a aA C   a a aA B C     

60a   aA  a aA C   a a aA B C     
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Table 4.2 continuation  

 Delay [ms] 𝒙𝒂 𝟎 cm 𝒙𝒂 𝟏 cm 𝒙𝒂 𝟓 cm 

𝐾
,𝐾

 ,𝜏
  (

F
ig

ur
e 

4.
4)

 0h   hA  hA  h hA B   

10h   hA  hA  h hA B   

20h   hA  hA  h hA B   

30h   hA  hA  h hA B   

40h   hA  hA  h hA B   

50h   hA  hA  h hA B   

60h   hA  hA  h hA B   

𝐾
,𝐾

 ,𝜏
  (

F
ig

ur
e 

4.
6)

 0b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

10b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

20b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

30b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

40b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

50b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

60b   bD  b bD F   b b b bD F G E       

𝐾
,𝐾

 ,𝜏
  (

F
ig

ur
e 

4.
7)

 0a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

10a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

20a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

30a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

40a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

50a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

60a   aD  a aD F   a a a aD F G E       

𝐾
,𝐾

 ,
𝜏

  (
F

ig
ur

e 
4.

8)
 0h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

10h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

20h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

30h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

40h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

50h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

60h   hD  h hD F   h h h hD F G E       

Effect of ankle-BB misalignment and visual and vestibular deficits  

To simulate V&V deficits, the V&V gain was set at zero while BB stiffness and 

proprioceptive gain, as well as BB, ankle, and hip time-delays, were varied. Specifically, 
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the stability regions of the human-BB UP1 were obtained in )( , ,b p bK K  , )( , ,b p aK K  , and 

)( , ,b p hK K   parameter-spaces for the three ankle-BB misalignment conditions. 

Figure 4.2 shows the region of stability in the )( , ,b bpK K   parameter-space, which is 

sliced at seven BB time-delays ( 0,  10 , 20 ,30 , 40 ,50 ,  and 60b   ms). In Figures 4.2a-

g, the PB curves for  cm0ax   (solid blue lines) and the SNB curves for  cm1ax   (solid 

green lines) almost overlap. However, there is a noticeable difference between the SNB 

curves for  cm1ax   and the SNB curves for  cm5ax   (solid red lines) for all b . On the 

other hand, there are two HB curves for each ax  in Figures 4.2c-g. One is at the right of 

the subfigures for large bK  and another at the left for small bK . The HB curves at the left 

diverge each other as ax  increases and bK  decreases, especially for 30 msb  . This 

suggests that the effect of ankle-BB misalignment is larger whenever combined with 

increasing BB time-delay and decreasing BB stiffness. An outstanding effect of large 

ankle-BB misalignment is noticed on the stable areas 0bB  ,..., 60bB  , which suggests that 

proprioceptive deficits (small pK ) could be compensated by large ankle-BB misalignment 

as long as BB stiffness is sufficiently small. Finally, the HB curves at the right of the 

subfigures are minimally affected by increasing ax . Note in Figure 4.2e-f that too large of 

                                            

1 For 1 cmax   and 5 cmax  , the equilibrium posture deviates from the vertical but it is 

still referred as UP. 
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an increase in bK  results in loss of stability via a HB when pK  is relatively large and via 

a SNB when pK  is relatively small and ax  is large.  

 
Figure 4.2: Regions of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b p bK K   parameter-space with no 

V&V feedback gain. The parameter-space is divided into regions of asymptotic stability 
and instability regions by HB, PB, and SNB curves. Each subfigure shows the asymptotic 
stability region for a fixed BB time-delay with ankle-BB misalignment set to be 0, 1, and 
5 cm. Areas 0 0 60, , ,

b b b
A B G      represent the regions of asymptotic stability obtained in 

the bifurcation analyses (see Table 4.2). 
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Figure 4.3: Regions of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b p aK K   parameter-space with no 

V&V feedback gain. The parameter-space is divided into regions of asymptotic stability 
and regions of instability by HB, PB, and SNB curves. Each subfigure shows the region 
of asymptotic stability for a fixed ankle time-delay with ankle-BB misalignment set to be 
0, 1, and 5 cm. Areas 0 0 60, , ,

a a a
A B C      represent asymptotic stability regions 

considered in the bifurcation analyses (see Table 4.2). 
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Figure 4.4: Regions of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b hpK K   parameter-space with no 

V&V feedback gain. The parameter-space is divided into regions of asymptotic stability 
and regions of instability by Hopf, pitchfork, and SNB curves. Each subfigure shows the 
stability region for a fixed hip time-delay with ankle-BB misalignment set to be 0, 1, and 
5 cm. Areas 0 0 60, , ,

h h h
A B C      represent stability regions considered in the bifurcation 

analyses (see Table 4.2). 
 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b p aK K   and 

 , ,b p hK K   parameter-spaces. For increasing ax , the HB curves diverge each other as a  

or h  increase. Note that, for 20a   or 40h  , the stability regions expand as ax  

increases. That is, the stability regions for  cm0ax   are composed of areas A  while the 

stability regions for  cm1ax   and  cm5ax   are composed of areas A , B , and C . 
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Decreasing pK  or bK  excessively results in a loss of stability via either a PB if 0 cmax 

or a SNB if 0 cmax  . Increasing bK  has no effect on the stability when ax  is small but 

results in instability via a SNB when 5 cmax   and pK  is relatively small. 

Figure 4.5 shows the equilibrium positions *
iq  (for , ,i b a h ) as a function of bK  at 

different values of ax  for the case where V&V deficits are simulated. For 0 cmax  , the 

equilibrium positions are symmetrical about the UP and PBs are found as bK  decreases. 

However, the mirror symmetry found in the aligned case is broken and the PBs unfold into 

a saddle-node bifurcations whenever 0 cm.ax   Note that two different behaviors of the 

equilibria emerge from the SNB point: 1) a single equilibrium position converges to zero 

as bK  increases, and 2) two different equilibria emerge as bK  decreases (one converges to 

zero and the other diverges from zero). Moreover, for any pK  and bK , the values of *
bq , 

*
aq , and *

hq  have the same sign, which may result in larger forward or backward leaning 

postures.  
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Figure 4.5: Equilibrium joint angle positions *

bq , *
aq  and *

hq  as a function of BB stiffness 

( bK ) for postures on a BB with ankle-BB misalignment set to 0, 1, and 5 cm and time-

delays set at 0b a h     . V&V deficits are simulated by setting 0vK   while 

proprioceptive feedback gain is set to low ( 1pK  ), medium ( 10pK  ), and high levels (

20pK  ). 

Effect of ankle-BB misalignment and proprioceptive deficits  

Proprioceptive deficits are simulated by setting the proprioceptive feedback gain to be 

zero while BB stiffness and V&V gain vary. Moreover, BB, ankle and hip time-delays 

vary. The asymptotic stability regions are obtained in the )( , ,b v bK K  , )( , ,b v aK K  , and 

)( , ,b v hK K   parameter-spaces for the three values of ax . 
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Figure 4.6 shows the local stability properties of the human-BB UP in the )( , ,b v bK K   

parameter-space for different values of ax  and b . These results resemble those presented 

in Figure 4.2; however, there are some key differences that need to be pointed out. First, 

the PB curve for 0 cmax   and the SNB curve for 1 cmax   while close to each other in 

Figure 4.2, do not overlap in Figure 4.6. Second, the HB curves for the three different 

values ax  almost overlap in Figure 4.6 while HB curves diverge as ax  increases in Figure 

4.2 (especially those at the left of the subfigures). Increasing ax  has a larger effect on the 

PB curves whenever proprioceptive deficits are simulated and a larger effect on the HB 

curves whenever V&V deficits are simulated.  

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b v aK K   and 

 , ,b v hK K   parameter-spaces, which are qualitatively similar. Increasing ax  has a small 

effect on the HB curves, especially when a  or h  are small. The largest effect of increasing 

ax  is found in the PB curves, which diverge despite the value of a  and h . Moreover, the 

unfolding process of the PB curves into SNB curves is more evident in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 

than in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. On the other hand, too large of vK  yields instability via a HB 

for all values of ax , a , and h . Increasing bK  has no effect on the stability if vK  is 

relatively large and 0 cmax   or 1 cmax  . Contrarily, increasing bK  yields instability 

via a SNB if vK  is small and  cm5ax  . Finally, increasing ax  has a weaker impact on the 

location of the HB curves, especially for small a  and h  . 
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Figure 4.6: Regions of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b v bK K   parameter-space with no 

proprioceptive feedback gain. The parameter-space is divided into stability and instability 
regions by Hopf, pitchfork, and SNB curves. Each subfigure shows the region of 
asymptotic stability for a fixed BB time-delay with ankle-BB misalignment set to 0, 1, 
and 5 cm. Areas 0 0 60, , ,

b b b
D E H      represent regions of asymptotic stability obtained 

in the bifurcation analyses (see Table 4.2) 
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Figure 4.7: Regions of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b v aK K   parameter-space with no 

proprioceptive feedback gain. The parameter-space is divided into regions of asymptotic 
stability and instability by HB, PB, and SNB curves. Each subfigure shows the region of 
asymptotic stability for a fixed ankle time-delay with ankle-BB misalignment set to 0, 1, 
and 5 cm. Areas 0 0 60, , ,

a a a
D B G      represent regions of asymptotic stability obtained 

in the bifurcation analyses (see Table 4.2) 
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Figure 4.8: Regions of asymptotic stability in the )( , ,b v hK K   parameter-space with no 

proprioceptive feedback gain. Each subfigure shows the region of asymptotic stability for 
a fixed hip time-delay with ankle-BB misalignment set to 0, 1, and 5. Areas 

0 0 60, , ,
h h h

D B G     represent regions of asymptotic stability obtained in the bifurcation 

analyses (see Table 4.2). 
 

Figure 4.9 shows the equilibrium positions *
bq , *

aq , and *
hq  as a function of bK  and at 

different ankle-BB misalignment when proprioceptive deficits are modeled. For 0 cmax 

, one single equilibrium point for *
bq , *

aq , and *
hq  exists for relatively large bK  and a PB 

occur as bK  decreases. On the other hand, the mirror symmetry of the equilibrium points 

is broken and the PB unfolds into saddle-node bifurcations when 1 cmax   or 5 cmax  . 
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Contrarily to the cases when proprioceptive deficits are modeled (shown in Figure 4.5), we 

observe that *
aq  and *

hq  are equal sign but opposite with respect to *
bq  for the cases when 

V&V deficits are simulated.  

 
Figure 4.9: Equilibrium joint angle positions *

bq , *
aq  and *

hq  as a function of BB stiffness 

( bK ) for postures on a BB with ankle-BB misalignment set to be 0, 1, and 5 cm and time-

delays set to be zero ( 0b a h     ). V&V feedback gain is set to be low ( 1vK  ), 

medium ( 10vK  ), and large ( 20vK  ). 

Effect of ankle vertical displacement 

 The regions of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b p bK K   parameter-space for b =10 and 

60 ms and for 0ax  , 1, or 5 cm are shown in Figure 4.10. These regions are delimited by 
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HB and PB curves for a vertical displacement of ah =5 cm (thick lines) and ah =10 cm (thin 

lines), and for aligned condition ( ax =0 cm, blue), small ( ax =1 cm, green), and large ankle-

BB misalignment ( ax =5 cm, red). Figure 4.10 shows that the vertical displacement has a 

weak impact on the location of the PB curves (especially for small BB time-delays) but a 

stronger impact on the location of the HB curves, especially for large BB time-delays.  

Figure 4.11 shows the regions of asymptotical stability in the  , ,b p aK K   parameter-

space. The results look qualitatively similar to those in Figure 4.10. However, vertical 

displacement barely impacts on the location of both the PB and HB curves when ankle-BB 

misalignment is considered. For the case when ankle-BB misalignment is not considered 

and ankle time-delay is large (Figure 4.11b), the effect of vertical displacement on the 

location of the HB curves is stronger. Finally, Figure 4.12 shows the regions of asymptotic 

stability in the  , ,b v bK K   parameter-space. The strongest effect of vertical displacement 

is noticed in Figures 4.12e-f, which correspond to the case where ankle-BB misalignment 

is large. Note in these two sub-figures that the HB curve for 5ah   cm stops at the PB 

curve, while the HB curve for 10ah   cm is extended in the negative direction of vK .  
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Figure 4.10: Effect of vertical displacement on PB and HB curves in the )( , ,b p bK K   

parameter-space for 10b   and 60 ms. Shadowed areas correspond to asymptotic 

stability regions. Continuous lines denote PBs while dashed lines denote HBs. Thick 
curves are used for small vertical displacement ( 5ah   cm) while thin lines are used 

large for large vertical displacement ( 10ah   cm). Finally, blue, green, and red colors are 

used for 0ax  , 1, and 5 cm respectively. 
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Figure 4.11: Effect of ankle vertical displacement on the PB and HB curves in the 

)( , ,b p aK K  parameter-space for 10 and 60 msa  . Shadowed areas correspond to 

regions of asymptotic stability. Continuous lines denote PB while dashed lines denote HB 
curves. Thick lines are used for small vertical displacement ( 5 cmah  ) while thin lines 

are used for large vertical displacement ( 10 cmah  ). Finally, blue, green, and red colors 

are used for ax  equal to 0, 1, and 5 cm respectively. 
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Figure 4.12: Effect of ankle vertical displacement on the PB and HB curves in the 

)( , ,b v bK K  parameter-space for 10b   and 60 ms. Shadowed areas correspond to 

regions of asymptotic stability. 
 

The effect of ankle vertical displacement on the location of the equilibrium points is 

shown in Figure 4.13 (absence of V&V feedback) and Figure 4.14 (absence of 

proprioceptive feedback). In Figure 4.13, the PB (for 0ax   cm) and the SNB curves (for 

0ax   cm) appear at bK  close to 2, which is consistent with Figure 4.10 (the PB curves 

for 5ah   cm and 10ah   cm almost overlap). According to Figure 4.13, a larger ankle 

vertical displacement induces a larger leaning posture despite the value of the ankle-BB 
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misalignment (the equilibrium angles are larger for the case 10ah   cm). On the other 

hand, the ankle vertical displacement has a stronger effect on the location of the equilibria 

whenever proprioceptive gain is neglected (Figure 4.14). Note in Figures 4.14a, d, g that 

the PB occurs at a larger value of bK  for larger ah . A similar result is observed for larger 

ankle-BB misalignments (Figures 4.14b, c, e, f, h, i). 

 
Figure 4.13: Equilibrium joint angle positions *

bq , *
aq  and *

hq  for different ankle vertical 

displacement. In all cases, proprioceptive gain is set at 1pK   while combined V&V 

deficits are simulated by setting 0vK  . Thick lines are used for small ankle vertical 

displacement while thin lines are used for large ankle vertical displacement. Same color 
code is used as in previous figures. 
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Figure 4.14: Equilibrium joint angle positions *

bq , *
aq  and *

hq  for different ankle vertical 

displacement. In all cases, V&V feedback gain is set at 1vK   while proprioceptive 

deficits are simulated by setting 0pK  . Thick lines are used for small ankle vertical 

displacement while thin lines are used for large ankle vertical displacement. Same color 
code is used as in previous figures. 

Discussion 

This study extends the study in Chapter III to the cases where 1) the ankle joint is 

misaligned with respect to the BB hinge and 2) the vertical distance between the BB upper 

surface and the ankle joint is increased. The bifurcation analyses of the present study 

provide some insight into the stability mechanisms of the ankle-hip model of balance on a 

BB for the two cases mentioned above. These analyses show the strong effect of the 
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parameters on the stability properties of the human-BB UP and on the equilibrium positions 

of the human-BB dynamical system. Three sensitivity analyses were performed, namely 1) 

the combined effect of ankle-BB misalignment and proprioceptive manipulation, 2) the 

combined effect of ankle-BB misalignment and V&V manipulation, and 3) the effect of 

vertical displacement of the ankle joint in the upward vertical direction. In general, it was 

found that the ankle-BB misalignment has a stronger effect (i) on the HB curves when 

V&V deficits are simulated, and (ii) on the PB curves when proprioceptive deficits are 

simulated. On the other hand, the bifurcation curves and the corresponding regions of 

asymptotic stability emerging after variation of the ankle and hip sensorimotor latencies 

show qualitatively similar behavior to those presented in Chapter III for any ankle-BB 

misalignment. The upward ankle joint vertical displacement has a stronger effect on the 

PB curves when proprioceptive deficits are simulated. When comparing the effect of ankle-

BB misalignment and ankle upward vertical displacement, the former has a stronger effect 

on the human-BB dynamical system by destroying the mirror-symmetry of the human-BB 

system and inducing a folding of the PB curves into SNB curves. On the other hand, the 

ankle vertical displacement only has a weak impact on 1) the location of the equilibrium 

points, and 2) the PB and HB curves, but it does not affect the topological structure of the 

system. In addition, too small bK  may result in LC oscillations instead of leaning postures 

whenever both upward ankle vertical displacement and ankle-BB misalignment are too 

large. If an individual suffers from neuropathy the above results can be useful for 

researchers and clinicians in understanding what types of instabilities might be 

encountered. Furthermore, the results would suggest that ankles need to be carefully 

positioned while training on a BB to avoid inadvertent instabilities. 
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For aligned and small ankle-BB misalignment, too small proprioceptive or V&V 

feedback gains results in leaning postures despite the value of the BB stiffness. On the 

other hand, when ankle-BB misalignment is large, too small of proprioceptive or V&V 

feedback gains results in leaning postures only for large BB stiffness. In general, the results 

of the bifurcation analyses are qualitatively similar to those obtained in Cruise et al. (2017) 

and Chagdes et al. (2013) in the sense that there exist two mechanisms of instability while 

balancing on a BB, namely oscillatory behavior and leaning postures.  

New interesting phenomena were found by considering six values of the BB’s time-

delay and three values of ankle-BB misalignment. First, for any ankle-BB misalignment, 

the value of BB stiffness that destabilizes the human-BB system via a PB is reduced as the 

BB time-delay increases (see Figures 4.2 and 4.6). The trade-off between these two 

parameters should be considered in the design of BBs with tunable stiffness and time-delay, 

such as the design presented in Cruise et al. (2017). Second, the proprioceptive gain that 

results in LC oscillations is reduced as the ankle-BB misalignment increases, especially for 

small BB stiffness and large BB time-delay (see the HB curves located at the left side in 

Figure 4.2b-g). Hence, LC oscillations can be induced by manipulating either 

proprioceptive feedback, BB time-delay, or ankle-BB misalignment instead of 

manipulating V&V feedback gain and sensorimotor latencies (which presents more 

technical complications). Note that the stability boundaries given by varying 

proprioceptive feedback gain (Figure 4.2-4.4) are quite different from the boundaries given 

by varying V&V feedback gain (Figure 4.6-4.8), which suggests that adjustment of 

proprioceptive feedback has different effects on UP stabilization than adjustment of V&V 

feedback.  
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  On the other hand, the location of the equilibria points shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.9 

are similar to those given in Chagdes et al. (2013). That is, ankle-BB misalignment breaks 

the mirror symmetry of the static equilibrium position and unfolds the PBs into SNBs. Note 

that, for any iq , the unfolding of the PB into SNB occurs at small values of BB stiffness. 

Furthermore, for a large ankle-BB misalignment, the equilibrium position diverges more 

from the vertical posture inducing larger leaning postures, especially when the BB stiffness 

is close to the unfolding points. It is interesting to draw attention to the different effects 

that proprioceptive and V&V feedback gains have on the locations of the equilibrium 

positions, especially for the misaligned cases. When V&V deficits are simulated, Figure 

4.5 shows that the equilibrium positions *
bq , *

aq , and *
hq  are in the same direction (all are 

positive), which induces a larger leaning posture and may bring the projection of the CoM 

outside the base of support. Contrarily, Figure 4.9 shows that *
bq  is in the opposite direction 

with respect to *
aq  and *

hq  when proprioceptive deficits are simulated. This suggests that 

too large of BB deviation is compensated with opposite leaning of the ankle and hip joints. 

To verify this behavior, some time series realizations were obtained using the MATLAB® 

function dde23. The results confirm that the BB, ankle, and hip angle trajectories converge 

to equilibrium points in the same direction whenever V&V deficits are simulated. 

Contrarily, BB angle trajectories converge to an equilibrium position in the opposite 

direction as ankle and hip angle trajectories when proprioceptive deficits are simulated. 

These results suggest that proprioceptive deficits may be responsible for antiphase hip-

ankle kinematic relationships, such as the those found in Günther et al. (2009), Creath et 

al. (2005) and Hsu et al. (2007). Finally, the locations of the equilibrium positions do not 
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change as time-delays increase, which is as expected as the equilibrium 

* *( ) *( )it t   x x x  for , ,i b a h  are independent on the time-delays. 
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CHAPTER V                                                                       
NUMERICAL NONLINEAR ANALYSIS FOR DYNAMIC 

STABILITY OF AN ANKLE-HIP MODEL OF BALANCE ON A 
BALANCE BOARD  

In this study, we use the dynamical model introduced in Section Model of the human-

BB dynamic system and the control torques presented in Section Control torques and 

closed-loop system. Moreover, the physical parameter values are those given in Table 3.1. 

The regions of asymptotic stability in some parameter-spaces are determined by 

performing bifurcation analyses in two parameter-spaces, namely  , ,b bpK K   and 

 , ,b apK K   for fixed values of the time-delays. Furthermore, numerical solutions of 

Equation (3.10) are obtained for different points inside the regions of asymptotic stability 

and the regions where the UP equilibrium is unstable.  

 
Figure 5.1: Example of region of asymptotic stability and time-series solution 
trajectories. a) Shadowed area shows the region of asymptotic stability in the 

 , ,b bpK K   parameter-space for 30b   ms, b) Time-series solution for a point within 

the region of asymptotic stability, and c) Time-series solution for a point within one of 
the regions of instability. 
 

Figure 5.1a shows the region of asymptotic stability ( obtained through bifurcation 

analysis) in the  , ,b bpK K   parameter-space for 30b  ms. Figure 5.1b shows time-
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series oscillations vanishing as time evolves, which is consistent with the fact that this 

solution corresponds to a point  ,b pK K  within the region of asymptotic stability in 

Figure 5.1a. Contrarily, oscillations in Figure 5.1c increase in amplitude because the 

solution corresponds to a point  ,b pK K  within the region where the UP equilibrium is 

unstable. Note that the UP equilibrium is unstable in these regions but stable LC 

oscillations are expected for the cases where a supercritical HB is crossed. 

Parameters of System and Bifurcation Analyses  

With respect to the time-delays, different time-delay values for BB and ankle torques 

are considered in the range 0-140 ms, which have been shown to be within physiological 

values of humans and active BB systems (Cruise et al., 2017; Alexandrov et al., 2005; 

Masani et al., 2006). The hip time-delay is set to be zero as its effect is qualitatively similar 

to the effect of the ankle time-delay. The misalignment of the ankle joint was shown to 

break the mirror symmetry of the PBs in Chapter IV. While this can be shown through 

numerical simulations, ankle-BB misalignment is not considered in this study as it 

complicates the analysis and numerical simulation of the nonlinear model (see equations 

in Appendix A). Finally, four parameters ( bK , pK , b , and a ) are defined as bifurcation 

parameters. That is; variations of BB stiffness, BB time-delay, proprioceptive feedback 

gain, and ankle latency are considered in the present study. The number of unstable roots 

of Equation (3.11) and the resulting bifurcations are obtained by using DDE-BIFTOOL to 

determine the stability properties of the UP equilibrium in the  , ,b p bK K   and 

 , ,b p aK K   parameter-spaces. Two slices of the  , ,b p bK K   and  , ,b p aK K   parameter-
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spaces are analyzed; for 30b   ms and 120b   ms in the former and for 30a   ms and 

140a   ms in the latter. The physical parameter values are in line with those used in 

previous Chapters.  

Numerical Nonlinear Analysis  

Numerical nonlinear analysis consists in numerically solving the nonlinear Equation 

(3.10) that describes the dynamics of the human-BB system. This solution is obtained by 

using the MATLAB® function dde23, which provides the time-series solution trajectory 

for fixed initial conditions and parameter values. Numerical nonlinear analyses are 

performed to verify the UP stability properties obtained via the bifurcation analyses and to 

compare different behaviors within a single region of asymptotic stability or a region where 

the UP equilibrium is unstable, which is not possible via bifurcation analyses. One point 

within each region of instability and three points within each region of asymptotic stability 

are selected for each one of the time-delays listed in Table 5.1.  

Table 4.1: Parameter-spaces and corresponding parameter combination values considered 
in the numerical nonlinear analysis. For all cases, the initial conditions are 

(0) [1 -1 -1]Tq  degree and (0) [1 1 1]Tq  degree/sec. 

Parameter-
space 

Time-
delay 

( ,b pK K ) within each 

region of instability  

( ,b pK K ) within the 

region of stability  

 , ,b p bK K   b =30 ms b:(0.5,9.0), c:(5.0,9.0) 
d:(9.0,9.0), e:(8.5,3.5) 
f:(7.5,0.5) 

g:(2.0, 2.0) 
h:(6.7, 2.0) 
i:(6.7, 6.0) 

b =120 ms b:(1.24,1.75), c:(2.24,1.75),  
d:(2.88,1.74), e:(2.85,1.33), 
f:(2.89,0.75) 

g:(2.33, 1.33) 
h:(2.56, 1.34) 
i:(2.59, 1.52) 

 , ,b p aK K   a =30 ms b: (0.6,9.5), c:(5.6,9.5) 
 

d:(2.3, 2.0), e:(9.6, 2.0) 
f:(9.5, 7.0) 

a =140 ms b:(0.69,2.99) 
c:(9.48,3.01) 
 

d:(3.98, 0.99) 
e:(9.45, 0.99) 
f:(9.45, 1.51) 
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With respect to the initial condition (0)x , dde23 requires the historic value of the state-

vector ( )tx  for 0t  . It is assumed that the historic value is constant, i.e. ( ) (0)t x x  for 

t  0. It is also assumed that the time-series trajectories start close to the equilibrium 

position. i.e. the BB angle starts one degree in the anterior direction ( (0) 1bq   degree) 

while the ankle and hip joints start one degree in the posterior direction ( (0) (0) 1a hq q    

degree). The initial joints’ angular velocities are set at (0) (0) (0) 1b a hq q q      degree/s. 

Consequently, the human body arches backward while slowly tilts forward. 

Results  

The bifurcation analyses described in Section Parameters of System and Bifurcation 

Analyses provide the regions of asymptotic stability and the regions where the UP 

equilibrium is unstable in the selected parameter-spaces. On the other hand, the numerical 

nonlinear analyses provide the time-series trajectory solutions corresponding to different 

parameter combinations within each region. Each one of Figures 5.2 through 5.5 consists 

of several subfigures. In each figure, the first subfigure shows the region of asymptotic 

stability, the instability regions, the number of unstable roots for each region, and the 

 ,b pK K  parameter combinations selected for numerical analysis. The remaining 

subfigures show the time-series trajectory solutions for each point selected in the  ,b pK K  

parameter-space.  
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Bifurcation analyses and time trajectory solutions for the ( , ,b p bK K  ) 

parameter-space  

For this case study, BB stiffness ( bK ), proprioceptive feedback gain ( pK ), and BB 

time-delay ( b ) vary. As we aim to examine the effect of BB time-delay ( b ), ankle time-

delay ( a ) is set to be zero to allow for examining the effect of changes in b  without 

seeing any influences associated with a . The regions of asymptotic stability and regions 

of instability in the )( , ,b p bK K   space are shown in Figures 5.2a and 5.3a for 30 msb   

and 120 msb  , respectively. In Figure 5.2a, the region of asymptotic stability is 

delimited by PB, supercritical HB, and subcritical HB curves. When feedback gains 

( ),b pK K  are within the region of asymptotic stability, instability is induced from either 

too high pK  (via a subcritical HB) or bK  (via a supercritical HB), or too low pK  (via a 

PB). On the other hand, too low bK  yields instability via either a PB (for low pK ) or a 

subcritical HB (for high pK ). The results of the numerical nonlinear analyses are shown in 

Figures 5.2b-i and 5.3b-i. Figures 5.2b-f show the time trajectory solutions for ( bK , pK ) 

combinations in the instability regions (Points b-f in Figure 5.2a). For parameter 

combinations within the instability regions, the oscillations for the three joint angles 

increase in amplitude in Figures 5.2b through 5.2f but show a different behavior. The 

worst-case scenario is found in Figure 5.2b, where the amplitude of ( )bq t  reaches up to 

180  deg. For high 9.0pK  , increases to bK  result in a decrease in the amplitude of the 

oscillations and an increase in frequency of oscillations. Moreover, ( )bq t , ( )aq t , and ( )hq t  
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are in phase2 in Figures 5.2b-c). For a high 7bK  , decreases in pK  results in a decrease 

in the frequency of oscillations and ( )bq t  loses synchronicity with respect to ( )aq t  and 

( )hq t  (Figures 5.2d-f). Note in Figures 5.2e and 5.2f that trajectories show a stable 

oscillatory behavior. This result is consistent with the fact that the equilibrium point is 

unstable but it is circled by a stable LC due to the supercritical HB. On the other hand, the 

time trajectories corresponding to the three parameter combinations within the asymptotic 

stability region (Points g, h, i in Figure 5.2a) are shown in Figures 5.2g through 5.2i. For 

low bK  and pK  (Point g), ( )bq t , ( )aq t  , and ( )hq t  oscillations in Figure 5.2g are all in 

phase and vanish with a relatively large settling-time. By increasing bK  (from Point g to 

Point h), the settling-time reduces, the frequency increases, and ( )bq t  loses synchronicity 

with respect to ( )aq t  and ( )hq t  in Figure 5.2h. By increasing pK  (from Point h to Point i), 

( )bq t  synchronicity is recovered but the amplitude of the oscillations and the settling-time 

increases in Figure 5.2i (note oscillations vanish in Figure B1a in Appendix B). 

 In Figure 5.3a, the region of asymptotic stability shrinks (as compared to Figure 5.2a) 

as a result of the increased BB time-delay. For  ,b pK K  combinations within the instability 

regions, Figures 5.3b through 5.3f show that oscillations diverge from the equilibrium, 

which verifies the instability results from the bifurcation analyses. For a relatively large 

                                            

2 Figure 5.2d shows oscillations with low-frequency components in phase but high-

frequency components out of phase. 
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1.7pK   within the instability regions, increasing bK  yields a reduced-amplitude and 

increased-frequency oscillations (Figures 5.3b-d). For a relative large 2.9bK   within the 

instability regions, decreasing pK  induces that ( )bq t  losses synchronicity and yields 

oscillations of reduced-frequency and increased-amplitude (Figures 5.3d-f). Contrarily, 

Figures 5.3g-i show oscillations for  ,b pK K  parameter combinations within the stability 

region. The oscillations for low bK  and pK  within the stability region are in phase but 

decay much slower (Figure 5.3g). The initial oscillations decay faster by increasing bK  but 

( )bq t  losses synchronicity (Figure 5.3h). The synchronicity is recovered by increasing pK  

(with a large bK ) but at the cost of a slower decaying rate and smaller amplitude in Figure 

5.3i (see oscillations vanishing in Figure B3). Moreover, notice that oscillations for high 

bK  and pK  show high-frequency in Figure 5.3i. In Figure 5.3g the initial oscillations decay 

quickly but a second mode (lower frequency) remains. In Figure 5.3h the initial oscillations 

decay at a slower rate but the second mode decays faster than in Figure 5.3g. This suggest 

that a higher BB stiffness induces attenuation of low-frequency oscillations. Finally, the 

effect of the BB time-delay on UP stability can be noticed by comparing Figures 5.2b and 

5.3b. For 30 msb  , the point    , 2.88,1.74b pK K   lies within the stability region in 

Figure 5.2a (shown by a red dot) and results in vanishing oscillations shown in Figure B1b 

in Appendix B. This point corresponds to Point d in Figure 5.3a for 120b  ms; and results 

in oscillations that diverge from the equilibrium in Figure 5.3d. 
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Figure 5.2: Region of asymptotic stability and time-series solution trajectories. a) 

Regions of asymptotic stability and instability in the  , ,b p bK K   parameter-space for 

BB’s time-delay set to b =30 ms. The parameter-space is divided by PB, subcritical HB 

and supercritical HB curves. b)-f) Resulting time-series solution trajectories for  , pbK K  

combination values within the instability regions showing non-vanishing oscillations. g)-

i) Resulting time-series solution trajectories for  , pbK K  combination values within the 

region of asymptotic stability showing vanishing oscillations. 
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Figure 5.3: Region of asymptotic stability and time-series solution trajectories. a) Region 

of asymptotic stability and instability regions in the  , ,b p bK K   parameter-space for 

BB’s time-delay set to b =120 ms, b)-f) time-series solution trajectories for  , pbK K  

combination values within the instability regions showing non-vanishing oscillations, and 

g)-i) Time-series solution trajectories for  , pbK K  combination values within the region 

of asymptotic stability showing vanishing oscillations. 

Bifurcation analyses and time trajectories for the ( , ,b p aK K  ) space  

For this case study, b  is set to be zero while bK , pK , and a  vary. The region of 

asymptotic stability and instability regions are obtained in the  , ,b p aK K   parameter-

space for 30a   ms (Figure 5.4) and 140a   ms (Figure 5.5). In Figure 5.4a, the region 

of asymptotic stability is delimited by PB and supercritical HB curves. When model 
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parameters bK  and pK  are within the region of asymptotic stability, instability results from 

too low bK  or pK  (via a PB) or from too high pK  (via a supercritical HB). Too high bK  

has no effect on the stability properties (at least for the range considered in this study). The 

numerical nonlinear analysis shows that, for  ,b pK K  combinations in the instability 

regions, the time trajectories diverge from the equilibrium position with different behaviors 

(Figure 5.4b, c). A low bK  and a high pK  (Point b in Figure 5.4a) results in large-amplitude 

and low-frequency oscillations with the board oscillating about an offset leaning position 

(Figure 5.4b). By increasing bK  (while pK  remains high), the amplitude of the oscillations 

is reduced but the frequency is increased while the board now oscillates about the upright 

position (Figure 5.4c). Note ( )bq t  is out of phase with respect to ( )aq t  and ( )hq t  in Figures 

5.4b-c. For  ,b pK K  combinations within the region of asymptotic stability (Points d-f in 

Figure 5.4a), the oscillations vanish with different settling-times, amplitudes, and 

frequencies. For a low bK  and a low pK  within the region of asymptotic stability (Point 

d), the oscillations show large-amplitude, low-frequency, and large settling-time (Figure 

5.4d). By increasing only bK  (Point e), the amplitude-oscillations and the settling-time 

reduce but the frequency increases (Figure 5.4e). Finally, increasing both bK  and pK  

(Point f) results in oscillations of larger amplitude, settling-time, and frequency (Figure 

5.4f).  
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Figure 5.4: Region of asymptotic stability and time-series solution trajectories. a) 

asymptotic stability region and instability regions in the  , ,b p aK K   parameter-space for 

ankle time-delay set to a =30 ms, b)-c) Resulting time-series solution trajectories for 

 , pbK K  combination values within the instability regions showing non-vanishing 

oscillations, and d)-f) Resulting time-series solution trajectories for  , pbK K  

combination values within the region of asymptotic stability showing vanishing 
oscillations. 
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Figure 5.5: Region of asymptotic stability and time-series solution trajectories. a) 

Asymptotic stability region and instability regions in the  , ,b p aK K   parameter-space 

for ankle time-delay set to a =140 ms, b)-c) Resulting time-series solution trajectories 

for  , pbK K  combination values within the instability regions showing non-vanishing 

oscillations, and d)-f) Resulting time-series solution trajectories for  , pbK K  

combination values within the region of asymptotic stability showing vanishing 
oscillations. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows similar qualitative results as Figure 5.4. However, the region of 

asymptotic stability in Figure 5.5 is smaller due to the increased ankle time-delay a . In 

Figure 5.5a, too low values of bK  or pK  yields instability via a PB while too high values 

of pK  yields instability via a supercritical HB. For  ,b pK K  combination values within 

the instability regions (Points b and c in Figure 5.5a), the oscillations diverge from the 

equilibrium, with a larger frequency and smaller amplitude oscillations resulting from 

increased bK  (Figures 5.5b, c). For  ,b pK K within the region of asymptotic stability, the 
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oscillations vanish in Figures 5.5d-f. Note that increasing bK  results in higher frequency 

oscillations (compare Figure 5.5d to Figure 5.5e) while decreasing pK  yields a smaller 

settling-time (compare Figure 5.5f to Figure 5.5e). On the other hand, the bifurcation 

analyses predict that too high pK  yields instability via a supercritical HB. This is verified 

by comparing Figures 5.5f to Figure 5.5c, where the transition from a stable equilibrium 

point (in Figure 5.5f) to a stable LC oscillation (in Figure 5.5c) is found. Simulation results 

confirm that the oscillations in Figure 5.5c (which seems to only increase) converge to a 

stable LC oscillation (Figure B2a in Appendix B). Moreover, a different stable LC 

oscillation (shown in Figure B2b in Appendix B) is created for the combination parameter 

9.5bK   and 1.655pK   lying right on the supercritical HB curve in Figure 5.5a. 

Discussion  

For the characteristic Equation (3.11), the bifurcation analyses provide the ranges of 

the bifurcation parameter values (BB stiffness, proprioceptive feedback gain, and ankle 

and hip time-delays) for which the UP equilibrium of the human-BB system described by 

nonlinear Equation (3.10) is asymptotically stable. However, these analyses do not show 

how the system behaves for different parameter combinations within a single region of 

asymptotic stability. Numerical analyses to the nonlinear model given by Equation (3.10) 

are used to verify the results of the bifurcation analyses and to compare behavior 

differences for different points in the stable regions.  

All the stability results obtained from the time-series trajectory solutions given by the 

numerical nonlinear analyses confirm the stability results given by the bifurcation analyses. 

This verifies the effectiveness of the bifurcation analysis in predicting the local stability 
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properties of nonlinear models, even when the bifurcation analysis is performed on the 

linearized model. The trajectories also confirm the transition from a stable equilibrium 

point to stable LCs as some parameters vary, which is a consequence of the supercritical 

HB predicted by the bifurcation analysis (for instance, compare Figure 5.2h to Figure 5.2e 

or Figure 5.4f to Figure 5.4c). However, the confirmation of the transition from an unstable 

equilibrium point to an unstable LC (predicted by subcritical HBs), as well as the 

generation of other attractive equilibrium points nearby the origin (predicted by PBs) 

requires further investigation. Other interesting bifurcations may emerge in the nonlinear 

model studied here but further research work is also required. For parameter combinations 

within the instability regions, the worst-case scenario is found for decreased BB stiffness 

and increased proprioceptive feedback gain. For this scenario, simulations predict joint 

angle trajectories that diverge from UP with oscillations of low frequency but very high 

amplitude (Figures 5.2b, 5.3b, 5. 4b, and 5.5b).  

Balance and proprioceptive training have been advocated to restore motor control to 

the lower extremities (Irrgang et al., 1994). In fact, several studies found that 

proprioception is critical to maintain balance (Karakaya et al., 2015; Zouita et al., 2013; 

Schiftan et al., 2015), especially when balancing on an unstable surface (El-Gohary et al., 

2016). On the other hand, the evaluation of a person’s risk of fall is of clinical interest. Our 

study may be used to evaluate such risk as large amplitudes oscillations are interpreted as 

a high risk to fall, which could be reduced by increasing BB stiffness and decreasing 

proprioceptive feedback gain (Figures 5.4d and 5.5d). Moreover, the nonlinear solutions 

show the influence of the BB stiffness and the proprioceptive gain on the amplitude and 

frequency of the time trajectory oscillations (see for instance Figures 5.2d-f and 5.3d-f), 
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which suggests a tradeoff between BB stiffness and proprioceptive gain to reduce sway 

motion while balancing on a BB. On the other hand, V&V feedback gain is set to be zero 

in this study. We speculate these results dramatically change if V&V feedback is 

considered as such information plays a critical role in balance stability (Wiszomirska et al., 

2015), but further research is required. 

For parameter combinations within the asymptotic stability region, the numerical 

nonlinear analyses show convergence of the time trajectories to zero, which verifies the 

stability results given by the local bifurcation analyses. Moreover, the numerical nonlinear 

analyses provide insight on different dynamical behavior within the asymptotic stability 

region for each parameter-space considered in this study. For a low BB stiffness and a low 

proprioceptive gain, the human-BB system is expected to slowly converge to UP with low-

frequency oscillations of decreasing amplitude (Figures 5.2g, 5.3g, 5.4d, 5.5d). However, 

too low proprioceptive gain may result in instability. For instance, it has been demonstrated 

that the peroneus longus muscle responds more slowly if the ankle is injured (Garn & 

Newton, 1988; Glencross & Thornton, 1981). The human-BB system may converge to UP 

more quickly by increasing the BB stiffness but at the price of higher frequency 

oscillations. Finally, too high BB stiffness and too high proprioceptive gain (ankle external 

supports could increase the proprioceptive feedback gain) may be responsible for larger 

postural sway motions while balancing on a BB. Carlo & Talbot (1986) and Kimura et al. 

(1987) reported that increasing the proprioceptive feedback gain will improve the balance 

stability. Contrarily, Feuerbach & Grabiner (1993) found that increasing the proprioceptive 

feedback gain will not change the stability. An important effect found through the 

numerical nonlinear analyses is the presence of small scale oscillations close to an 
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equilibrium (see Figure 5.3i), which were predicted by (Kowalczyk et al., 2011). On the 

other hand, joint angle synchronicity may negatively impact the maintenance of UP. That 

is, whenever BB, ankle, and hip joint angle positions are in phase, the projection of the 

body’s CoM may be outside the body’s base of support. Joint angle asynchronicity, which 

can be achieved by manipulating BB stiffness and/or proprioceptive feedback gain, is 

beneficial for better stability and reduced risk of fall.  
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CHAPTER VI                                                                      
BASIN OF ATTRACTION AND LIMIT CYCLE OSCILLATIONS IN 
THE ANKLE-HIP MODEL OF BALANCE ON A BALANCE BOARD  

This chapter will investigate UP BoA and LC oscillations of the ankle-hip model on a 

BB. In this study, we use the dynamical model and the corresponding joint torque controller 

presented in Section Control torques and closed-loop system. Moreover, the physical 

parameter values are those given in Table 3.1. 

Region of Asymptotic Stability, Limit Cycle Oscillations, and Basin of 
Attraction 

Two n -dimensional spaces are considered in this study, namely the thirteen-

dimensional parameter-space (formed by the 13 parameters in η  and τ ) and the six-

dimensional state-space formed by the joint angle positions and velocities of the human-

BB system. Assumptions introduced in Chapter III are considered here to reduce the 

number of parameters in the bifurcation analysis. With respect to the time-delays, the BB 

time-delay is set to 30 ms (Cruise et al., 2017), the ankle time-delay is set to 60 ms 

(Alexandrov et al., 2005; Masani et al., 2014). The hip time-delay is neglected as its effects 

are qualitatively similar to those of the ankle time-delay. Hence, five parameters remain 

and they form the five-dimensional parameter-space  1 2, , , ,pb vK K K  η . In this study 
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it is investigated the effect of variations of these parameters on the size of the UP BoA and 

the amplitude3 of the LC oscillations.  

Region of asymptotic stability in the parameter-space 

The open-source software DDE-BIFTOOL (Sieber et al., 2016) is used to perform 

parameter bifurcation analyses to Equation (3.10) and obtain the region of asymptotic 

stability in four 3D sub-spaces (used for visualization purposes) of the η  parameter-space. 

The bifurcation analyses provide the PB, supercritical HB, and subcritical HB curves that 

delimit the region of asymptotic stability in the ( , ,b p bK K  ); ( , ,b p aK K  ); ( , ,b v bK K  ); and 

( , ,b v aK K  ) 3D parameter-spaces for b  and a  equal to either 30 or 60 ms. In total, eight 

regions of asymptotic stability are obtained (two time-delay values for each one of the four 

3D parameter-spaces). 

Amplitude of the limit cycle oscillations 

The eight regions of asymptotic stability obtained in the previous section are delimited 

by PB, subcritical HB, and supercritical HB curves. It is known that HBs show the place 

of birth of LC oscillations in the parameter-space (Marsden & McCracken, 1976). There is 

a family of LC oscillations starting from each HB point on the HB curve when one 

parameter varies. The amplitude of the LC oscillations for points on the HB curve is zero 

                                            

3 Parametric variations also have impact on the frequency content of these oscillations, but 

this impact is not addressed in the present study.  
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(degenerated LC oscillations) and increases as a given bifurcation parameter value varies. 

In this study, the amplitude of the LC oscillations is determined through the software DDE- 

BIFTOOL as either bK , pK , or vK  changes. 

Basin of attraction in the state-space 

Consider *x  is asymptotically stable for a given point ( η) inside a region of 

asymptotic stability. The BoA of *x  is the set of initial locations 0 0( ),t ηx x  for which 

the trajectory solution  ,tx η  converges to *x  as t  . Note that *x  is an equilibrium 

point for any parameter values within the region of asymptotic stability but the size of the 

BoA may change for different parameter values. In this study, we select three points within 

each of the eight regions of asymptotic stability obtained in the previous section (24 points 

total). For each point, the state space is discretized to generate a regular grid of initial 

locations (0)bq , (0)aq , and (0)hq . To generate this grid, (0)aq  and (0)hq  range from -10 

to 10 degrees with a step size of 1 degree for both directions (21 grid points each) while 

five values are chosen in the (0)bq  direction. In all cases, zero velocities are considered, 

i.e., (0) (0) (0) 0hb aq q q     . Hence, the 3D grid is composed of 2,205 (21x21x5) points. 

Once a point 0η  in a given region of asymptotic stability and an initial location 0x  in the 

grid are selected, the function dde23 in MATLAB® is used to numerically solve Equation 

(3.10) to obtain the solution 0( , )tx η , which contains the time-series trajectory positions 

0 ),(bq t η , 0 ),(aq t η , and 0 ),(hq t η  from 0t   to 15t   seconds (joint angle velocities are 

also obtained but not used in this study). Next, a curve-fitting technique is applied to fit the 
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raw data of the position trajectory 0( , )bq t η  to a function 2
1( ) ( )a th t e cosa t ; where 1a , 

2a , and   are determined. The position trajectory converges to the origin if 2 0a   and 

diverges otherwise. Similar procedure is applied to the rest two trajectories 0( , )aq t η  and 

0( , )hq t η  .The corresponding initial location 0x  is within the BoA if all position trajectories 

converge to zero (this implies the origin is attractive) and outside the BoA if at least one of 

the position trajectories diverges from zero.  

Results  

Figures 6.2a, 6.2e through Figures 6.5a, 6.5e show the regions of asymptotic stability 

in the corresponding parameter-space and the amplitude of the LC oscillations. For 

instance, Figure 6.2a shows the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b bpK K   

parameter-space for 30b   ms which is delimited by PB, subcritical HB and supercritical 

HB curves. 78 subcritical HB points and 40 supercritical HB points are chosen from the 

subcritical and supercritical HB curves, respectively. For each of the 78 subcritical HB 

points, a family of LCs is obtained when pK  decreases. Similarly, for each of the 40 

supercritical HB points, a family of LCs is obtained when bK  increases. Figures 6.2b-6.2d 

and 6.2f-6.2h through 6.5b-6.5d and 6.5f-6.5h show the UP BoAs corresponding to Points 

1, 2, and 3 in each region of asymptotic stability. Note that the BoAs shown in these figures 

are sliced from a 3D volume at five different (0)bq  values. For instance, Figure 6.2b shows 

five panels that represent the BoA of *x  for  (0) -10 10aq  ,  (0) -10 10hq  , and 

(0)=bq -10, -5, 0, 5, and 10 degrees. 
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Figure 6.1: Example of a region of asymptotic stability and a 3D grid of initial 

conditions. a) Region of asymptotic stability in the  ,b pK K  parameter-space delimited 

by PB and HB curves. For each  ,b pK K  Point b, c, and d within the region of 

asymptotic stability, a corresponding BoA is obtained using a 3D grid of initial 
conditions. b) 3D grid representing the set of initial conditions that are considered for 
each point. The 3D grid is composed of 21x21x5=2,205 points, each point in the grid 
representing a different initial condition. A joint angle trajectory evolves from a given 
initial condition, which is within the BoA if the trajectory converge to zero. 

Effect of proprioceptive feedback, BB stiffness, and time-delays 

To investigate the effect of proprioceptive feedback gain ( pK ) and BB stiffness ( bK ) 

on the amplitude of the LC oscillations and the size of the BoA, the V&V feedback gain (

vK ) is set to zero while bK  and pK  vary. The BB and the ankle time-delays ( b  and a ) 

are fixed at either 30 or 60 ms (one at a time). Figure 6.2 shows two regions of asymptotic 

stability in the  , ,b bpK K   parameter-space (one for =30b  ms and another for =60b  

ms), the amplitude of the LC oscillations, and the UP BoAs for the three points within each 

region of asymptotic stability. In Figures 6.2a and 6.2e, the amplitude of the LC oscillations 

increases as BB stiffness increases (for LC oscillations emerging from the supercritical 
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HB) or as proprioceptive feedback gain decreases (for LC oscillations emerging from the 

subcritical HB). The 3D version of Figure 6.2a is given in Figure C1 in Appendix C. 

Moreover, as BB time-delay increases, the amplitude of the LC oscillations emerging from 

the supercritical HB increases. That is, for =10bK , the amplitude of the LC oscillations is 

about 0.25 radians when =30b  ms and about 0.3 radians when =60b ms. The LC 

oscillations emerging from the subcritical HB curve are unstable, hence small perturbations 

may be tolerated but large perturbations result in falls. Contrarily, the LC oscillations 

emerging from the supercritical HB curve are stable, hence sway motion is expected for a 

large BB stiffness ( bK  is on the right-hand side of the supercritical HB curve whenever 

BB stiffness is too large). With respect to the BoA, the size of the BoA increases as BB 

stiffness increases (compare Figure 6.2b with Figure 6.2c or Figure 6.2f with Figure 6.2g) 

or as proprioceptive feedback gain decreases (compare Figure 6.2c with Figure 6.2d or 

Figure 6.2g with Figure 6.2h) for both BB time-delay 30b   ms and 60b   ms. This 

suggests that too large proprioceptive feedback gain and too small BB stiffness may result 

in a smaller UP BoA.  

Figure 6.3 shows the regions of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b apK K   parameter-

space for =30a  ms and =60a  ms, the amplitude of the LC oscillations emerging from 

the supercritical HB, and the BoAs corresponding to Points 1, 2, and 3 in each region of 

asymptotic stability. In Figures 6.3a and 6.3e, the amplitude of the LC oscillations increases 

as proprioceptive feedback gain increases with a fixed BB stiffness or as BB stiffness 

decreases for a fixed proprioceptive feedback gain. Contrarily to what is observed in Figure 

6.2 (where LC oscillations of small amplitude emerge from the supercritical HB), the 
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amplitude of the LC oscillations emerging from the supercritical HB in Figures 6.3a and 

6.3e is quite large (up to 10 radians). This suggests that the UP equilibrium is unstable for 

bK  and pK  values above the supercritical HB (instead of sway motion). Surprisingly, the 

BoAs in Figs 6.3b, 6.3c, 6.3d, 6.3f, 6.3g, and 6.3h are not affected by varying BB stiffness 

or proprioceptive feedback gain within the region of asymptotic stability. Therefore, ankle 

time-delay, BB stiffness, and proprioceptive feedback gain do not affect the size of the 

BoA if both V&V feedback gain and BB time-delay are not considered. However, further 

studies are necessary to verify this finding.  

 
Figure 6.2: Region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b bpK K   parameter-space, amplitude 

of the LC oscillations, and BoAs for different parameter combinations. (a) and (e) show 

the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b p bK K   parameter-space and the amplitude 

of the LCOs for b  30 ms and b  60 ms, respectively. (b), (c), and (d) show the BoAs 

(green) for Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability shown in (a) 
respectively. (f), (g), and (h) show the BoAs (green) for the parameter combination Points 
1, 2, and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability shown in (e) respectively. Each panel 
in (b)-(d) and (f)-(h) corresponds to a slice of the 3D BoA in the  , ,b a hq q q  state-space 

for a fixed (0)bq . The isolated red and green dots found in some panels result from 

numerical errors in the calculation. For both time-delays, increasing BB stiffness 
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increases the size of the BoA (compare (b) with (c) or (f) with (g)) but increasing the 
proprioceptive feedback gain reduces the size of the BoA (compare (c) with (d) or (g) 
with (h)). Increasing BB stiffness increases the amplitude of the LC oscillations and also 
yields UP instability via a supercritical HB but stable sway motion occurs. On the other 
hand, the LC oscillations emerging from the subcritical HB show that smaller 
disturbances can be tolerated as the proprioceptive feedback gain is reduced. 
 

 
Figure 6.3: Region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b apK K   parameter-space, amplitude 

of the LC oscillations, and BoAs for different parameter combinations. (a) and (e) show 

the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b p aK K   parameter-space and the amplitude 

of the LC oscillations emerging from the supercritical HB curve for a =30 ms and a =60 

ms, respectively. (b), (c), and (d) show the BoA for Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region of 
asymptotic stability shown in (a) respectively. (f), (g), and (h) show the BoA for Points 1, 
2, and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability in (e) respectively. Each panel in (b)-(d) 
and (f)-(h) corresponds to a slice of the 3D BoA in the  , ,b a hq q q  state-space for a fixed 

(0)bq . For both time-delays, increasing BB stiffness or proprioceptive feedback gain has 

no impact on the size of the BoA. For any point within the region of asymptotic stability, 
the selected ranges of the state-space form the BoA. With respect to the amplitude of the 
LC oscillations, increasing proprioceptive feedback gain yields UP instability via a 
supercritical HB. Note the amplitude of the LC oscillations is larger for small BB 
stiffness. 

Effect of V&V feedback, BB stiffness, and time-delays 

When BB stiffness and V&V feedback gain vary, proprioceptive feedback gain is set 

to zero, and BB time-delay and ankle time-delay are set to 30 or 60 ms. Figures 6.4a and 
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6.4e show the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b bvK K   parameter-space for =30b  

ms and =60b  ms, respectively and the amplitude of the LC oscillations. Figures 6.4b, 

6.4c, and 6.4d show the BoAs for Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability 

for 30b   ms, respectively. Figures 6.4f, 6.4g, and 6.4h show the BoAs for Points 1, 2, 

and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability for 60b   ms, respectively. The amplitude 

of the LC oscillations increases as BB stiffness increases for the LC oscillations emerging 

from the supercritical HB or as V&V feedback gain decreases for the LC oscillations 

emerging from the subcritical HB. For both values of BB time-delay, the size of the BoA 

increases as BB stiffness increases but decreases as V&V feedback gain increases (Figures 

6.4b-c-d and 6.4f-g-h). 

  Finally, Figure 6.5a shows the amplitude of the LC oscillations and the BoAs when BB 

stiffness, V&V feedback gain, and ankle time-delay are considered. In general, for BB 

stiffness and V&V feedback gain inside the region of asymptotic stability, the amplitude 

of the LC oscillations emerging from the subcritical HB increases as V&V feedback gain 

decreases. However, it is necessary to observe this behavior in detail. Note that in Figures 

6.5a and 6.5e the amplitude of the LC oscillations seems discontinuous, i.e., a sudden 

change in color from dark blue to cyan due to the perspective view of the plot. However, 

the amplitude is continuous.  
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Figure 6.4: Region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b bvK K   parameter-space, amplitude 

of the LC oscillations, and BoAs for different parameter combinations. (a) and (e) show 

the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b v bK K   parameter-space and the amplitude 

of the LC oscillations for b   30 and b  60 ms, respectively. (b), (c), and (d) show the 

BoAs for Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability shown in (a) 
respectively. (f), (g), and (h) show the BoAs for Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region of 
asymptotic stability in (e) respectively. Each panel in (b)-(d) and (f)-(h) corresponds to a 
slice of the 3D BoA in the state-space  , ,b a hq q q  for a fixed (0)bq . The size of the BoA 

increases as bK  increases (compare (b) with (c) or (f) with (g)) but decreases as vK  

increases (compare (c) with (d) or (g) with (h)). The size of the BoA increases as the BB 
stiffness increases (compare (b) with (c) or (f) and with (g)) but decreases as the V&V 
feedback gain increases (compare (c) with (d) or (g) with (h)). With respect to the 
amplitude of the LC oscillations, too high BB stiffness results in stable oscillations but 
too large V&V feedback induces unstable oscillations. 
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Figure 6.5: Region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b avK K   parameter-space, amplitude 

of the LC oscillations, and BoAs for different parameter combinations. (a) and (e) show 

the region of asymptotic stability in the  , ,b v aK K   parameter-space and the amplitude 

of the LC oscillations emerging from the subcritical HB curve for a 30 ms and a 60 

ms, respectively. (b), (c), and (d) show the BoAs for Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region 
of asymptotic stability shown in (a) respectively. (f), (g), and (h) show the BoAs for 
Points 1, 2, and 3 within the region of asymptotic stability in (e) respectively. For both 
time-delays, the BoA is the largest size for large bK  and small vK . On the other hand, the 

effect of varying these two gains on the LC oscillations is complex. The amplitude of the 
LC oscillations is relatively small for parameter values close to the subcritical HB curve 
but increases quickly as the parameters get away from this curve (see Figure 6.7). On the 
other hand, the behavior of the LC oscillations amplitude is complex as the V&V 
feedback gain varies. Note that the amplitude of the LC oscillations is relatively small for 
parameter values close to the subcritical HB curve but increases as V&V feedback gain 
decreases, a better explanation of this behavior is given in Appendix C. 
 

The 3D views of Figures 6.5a and 6.5e are given in Figure C2 Appendix C. In Figures 

C2a-d, low amplitude LC oscillations are expected for BB stiffness and V&V feedback 

gain close to the subcritical HB curve. As BB stiffness and V&V feedback gain increase 

or decrease away from the subcritical HB curve, the amplitude surface shows complex 

shapes. The amplitude of the LC oscillations first increases as V&V feedback gain 

decreases, then increases as V&V feedback gain increases, and increases again as V&V 
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feedback gain decreases. Moreover, it can be observed in Figures C2d and 6.5e that each 

point inside the region of asymptotic stability has more than one amplitude value. This 

behavior reflects the high complexity of the nonlinear system. On the other hand, the BoA 

is smaller for BB stiffness and V&V feedback gain values close to the subcritical HB. This 

suggests that the size of the BoA is larger when V&V feedback gain is small. An interesting 

phenomenon is shown in Figure 6.5h, where the BoA has two separate regions in the first 

two and the last two panels, i.e., (0)=bq -10, -5, 5, and 10 degrees. These separate regions 

are due to the selected ranges for (0)aq  and (0)hq , i.e., -10 and 10 degrees. If much larger 

ranges are chosen, the BoA should be a connected volume. 

Discussion  

The size of the equilibrium’s BoA and the amplitude of the LC oscillations are affected 

by changing the BB stiffness, proprioceptive and V&V gains, and BB and ankle time-

delays. In general, if BB time-delay is considered, high BB stiffness increases the size of 

the UP BoA but too large proprioceptive or V&V feedback gains reduces the size of the 

BoA. When ankle time-delay is considered and V&V feedback gain is neglected, a too 

large proprioceptive gain may result in stable LC oscillations and the size of the BoA 

reaches the largest. Contrarily, when the proprioceptive feedback gain is neglected and a 

large BB stiffness and a small V&V feedback gain are considered, the BoA size reaches 

its largest. When the proprioceptive feedback gain is neglected and V&V feedback gain 

decreases unstable LC oscillations emerge.  

The model introduced in Chapter III includes BB, ankle, and hip flexion-extension in 

the sagittal plane and has been successfully used in a series study (Chumacero et al., 2018, 
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2019). However, the BoA in the state-space has never been addressed for this model. As 

this model includes hip flexion-extension, it is a more realistic representation of the human-

BB system compared to inverted pendulum model in the literature. With respect to the 

BoA, this model is more sensitive to variations in the proprioceptive and the V&V gains 

than variations in the BB stiffness. This is concluded from the larger changes of the BoA 

size that results from varying either proprioceptive feedback gain or V&V feedback gain 

compared to varying BB stiffness. Note that the results shown in Figure 6.3(a) match very 

well with the results obtained by Chagdes et al. (2016), where a large muscular stiffness 

and small time-delay result in a larger amplitude and higher frequency LC oscillations. 

However, neither hip flexion/extension nor a BB were considered in their analysis.  

It is interesting to point out that the resulting BoAs show a rotational symmetry 

property. For instance, the slices corresponding to (0)bq =-5 and (0)=5bq  degrees in Figure 

6.2(b) are rotational symmetric about the axis bq . Such symmetric phenomenon is due to 

1) geometric symmetry of the model (the hip and ankle joints are placed directly over the 

BB hinge), and 2) CoMs for all links are assumed on the line connecting BB hinge, ankle 

joint, and hip joint. Hence, our results cannot be used to determine whether the model is 

easier to fall forwards or backwards while balancing on a BB. In sitting on a wobble chair, 

Tanaka et al. (2010) and Tanaka & Ross (2008) reported that the model is easier to fall 

backwards than forwards due to geometrical asymmetry in the model. The rotational 

symmetry in our results may disappear by considering either ankle-BB joint (Chagdes et 

al., 2013; Chumacero et al., 2018) or links’ CoMs misalignment. Under above mentioned 

misalignment, it would be possible to investigate which direction is easier to fall. On the 
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other hand, in the process to obtain the size of the BoA we considered quiet initial postures 

( 0(0)= (0)= (0)=b a hq q q   ), However, it is interesting to investigate the effect of nonzero 

initial angular velocities on the size of the BoA. This could give some insight about the 

response of the human-BB UP under impulsive disturbances that may induce instability (a 

person who stands quietly may fall if pushed too hard). The effect of an initial impulse was 

addressed in (Tanaka et al., 2010) for sitting on a wobble chair, where a PD controller 

applied to the hip joint helps to redistribute the kinetic energy of the initial impulse in order 

to keep the sitting posture stable. On the other hand, the delayed PD controller used in our 

study was successfully applied in previous studies (Cruise et al., 2017; Chagdes et al., 2013, 

2016; Chumacero et al., 2018). However, the control scheme used by the CNS is much 

more complex and effective (Tanaka et al., 2010), which may suggest that the real BoA of 

a person is larger than the one we obtained in this study. In fact, it was reported that the 

size of the BoA for a double inverted pendulum simulation model is smaller than the one 

obtained through experiments (Sun et al., 2014). However, the present study is to 

investigate the effect of parametric changes on the size of the BoA but not to determine the 

actual size of the BoA. In order to link the size of BoA to UP stability robustness, it is 

necessary to further study the gradient of function ( )f  in Equation (3.10) across the BoA. 

The relationship between the gradient and UP stability robustness will be our future work. 

Note that some previous studies have addressed the “basin of stability” (Tanaka et al., 

2010; Tanaka & Ross, 2008), which implies boundedness of the body angle oscillations 

but not convergence to the equilibrium. Contrarily, BoA is related to asymptotic stability 

and convergence to the equilibrium. 
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This study provides an insight into the effect of some physical parametric changes 

(muscular stiffness, neuromuscular latencies, and BB stiffness and time-delay) on the size 

of the UP BoA and the amplitude of the LC oscillations. These effects can be used to 

determine how a person with proprioceptive and/or V&V deficits should be treated to 

increase their BoA and reduce their sway motion, which in turn may increase their UP 

stability and reduce the risk of falls. For instance, parameter identification techniques can 

be used to determine patient-specific feedback gains and sensorimotor latencies. Points can 

be easily located by these parameters’ values within a region of asymptotic stability 

obtained through bifurcation analysis and these points could answer whether increasing or 

decreasing proprioceptive and/or V&V feedback gains for a patient may reduce or increase 

the size of the BoA and the amplitude of the sway motion. Results from this study may 

also help to determine the risk of falls of a person (Shia et al., 2016). 
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CHAPTER VII                                                                     
MODEL VALIDATION 

In this chapter, we present a study to validate the ankle-hip model of balance introduced 

in Section Model of the human-BB dynamic system. The validation is performed in terms 

of the content of frequency of model-based and experimental BB, ankle, and hip joint angle 

kinematic profiles. Model-based joint angle kinematic profiles are obtained by solving the 

nonlinear Equation (3.9) that describes the dynamics of the human-BB system. The 

experimental joint angle kinematic profiles are obtained from a database published by 

Santos et al. (2017). Fourier analysis is applied to obtain the amplitude spectrum density 

(ASD) functions of both experimental and model-based kinematic profiles. Qualitative and 

quantitative comparisons of the ASD functions are performed based on root mean square 

(RMS) error and Pearson correlation coefficients. 

Experimental Data 

Santos et al. (2017) collected kinematic by using a motion capture system and kinetic 

data by using a force plates for 49 healthy subjects balancing on either a rigid or a soft 

surface in the Laboratory of Biomechanics and Motor Control at the Federal University of 

ABC, Brazil.  

Subjects and data acquisition 

49 healthy subjects were recruited and classified based on their age. The mean and 

range of subjects’ age, height, and body mass are listed in Table 7.1. 

Table 5.1: Mean and range values for age, height, and mass of subjects in the experiments 
  

Group 
# of 

subjects 
Age (years) Height (m) Mass (kg) 

Mean Range Mean Range Mean  Range 
Elderly 22 67.8 61.1-84.7 1.61 1.46-1.78 68.6 49.2-96.0 
Young 77 28.1 21.8-37.9 1.71 1.53-1.92 70.3 44.3-126.3 
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Experimental procedure 

Kinematic and kinetic data was collected during bipedal quiet standing. A dual force 

platform was used to obtain left and right ground reaction forces. A motion capture system 

was used to collect each subject’s full-body 3D kinematics via 42 markers attached to 

subject’s anatomical landmarks. All the measurements for the ground reaction force and 

marker positions were smoothed with a low-pass Butterworth filter with a 10 Hz cutoff 

frequency. Subjects were evaluated while standing still for 60 seconds under four cases: 1) 

on an unstable surface (foam) with eyes closed, 2) on the foam with eyes open, 3) on a 

rigid surface with eyes closed, and 4) on a rigid surface with eyes open. Each case was 

performed three times with the order of the cases randomized for each subject. Subjects 

were required to stand barefoot and still as possible with their arms at their sides. More 

details can be referred in Santos et al. (2017). We validate the ankle-hip model of balance 

on a BB through the balancing on a foam surface with eyes closed case. 

Experimental ankle and hip joint kinematics 

Santos et al. (2017) provided 3D kinematic data of 42 reflective markers placed on 

subject’s anatomical landmarks. We extract ankle and hip joint kinematics (angle positions 

and velocities) from these 3D markers’ position. To obtain the ankle and hip kinematics, 

the human body is represented by a double inverted pendulum rotating about the ankle and 

hip joints. The ankle joint is assumed at the mid-point between the markers placed on the 

left and right medial malleolus, the hip joint is assumed as the mid-point between the 

markers located at the left and right anterior superior iliac spine. The tip of the head is 

assumed at the point located at the center of the four markers placed on the left-right and 
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front-back head. For the cases where subjects stand on a foam surface, a third virtual link 

is created between the ankle joint and a fixed point located vertically bellow the ankle joint 

on the foam-floor surface. The rotation angle of this virtual link is defined as the 

experimental BB angle beq , while the experimental ankle and hip joint angles are defined 

as aeq  and heq , respectively. Joint angle velocities ( beq , aeq , and heq ) for experiments are 

obtained using a three-point numerical differentiation technique.  

Model-Based Kinematics  

 The ankle-hip model of balance on a BB introduced in Section Model of the human-BB 

dynamic system and the joint torque controllers described in Section  Control torques 

and closed-loop system with assumptions similar to those described in Section Bifurcation 

parameters and DDE-BIFTOOL are used in this validation study. 

 To obtain more representative numerical simulations of the subjects similar to those in 

Santos et al. (2017), the parameters of the model (mass, height, proprioceptive and V&V 

feedback gains, and sensorimotor latencies) are selected to represent young or elderly 

subjects. Alexandrov et al. (2005) found that the average hip and ankle sensorimotor 

latencies for nine young subjects (20 to 32 years old) were 66.1 ms and 120.8 ms, 

respectively (82.7 % increment). Moreover, Toledo & Barela (2010) found that 20 healthy 

young subjects (21.9 2.1 years old) showed a sensorimotor latency of 80.81 9.6 ms while 

20 healthy elderly subjects (68 3.7 years old) showed a sensorimotor latency of 

100.76 16.17 ms at the ankle joint (24.7% increment). In experiments with healthy 

subjects, Wiesmeier et al. (2015) found that the ankle sensorimotor latency for 20 elderly 

subjects (74 3.4 years old) and 19 young subjects (27.6 3.7 years old) was 150 7.5 ms 
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and 175 10.8 ms, respectively (16.6% increment). In our validation study, we set the BB 

time-delay at 0 ms ( 0b   ms) as the experimental data in Santos et al. (2017) was obtained 

for people on a foam surface with no BB time-delay. For ankle and hip sensorimotor 

latencies, we set a 60 ms and h  120 ms to simulate young subjects, and a 73 ms 

and h =145 ms to simulate elderly subjects (21% increment with respect to young 

subjects). Finally, we set mass and height in the model according to Table 7.1 to simulate 

either young or elderly subjects.  

 As for muscular stiffness, Wiesmeier et al. (2015) found that young subjects (27.6 3.7 

years old) show a proportional feedback gain (in a PID control) of (1.45 0.06)mgh4 while 

elderly subjects (74 3.4 years old) showed a proportional gain of (1.31 0.03)mgh. The 

proportional feedback gain in Wiesmeier et al. (2015) was assumed as the combination of 

proprioceptive and V&V feedback gains in Wiesmeier et al. (2017). Moreover, Wiesmeier 

et al. (2017) found that the elderly could intensify the use of ankle proprioception and 

reduce the use of V&V information. Therefore, we assume that the total proportional 

feedback gain tot v pK K K   1.5 to simulate young subjects. Moreover, we assume the 

proprioceptive system contributes 40% of the total proportional gain in young subjects; 

that is pK  0.6 and vK  0.9. On the other hand, for the elderly subjects we assume that 

                                            

4 With m , g , and h  as defined in Figure 3.1. 
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tot v pK K K   1.3 and that the proprioceptive system contributes 60% of the total 

proportional gain; that is pK  0.78 and vK  0.52. 

 The MATLAB® function dde23 is used to obtain ten seconds of the time-series 

solution profiles 0( , )bsq t η , 0( , )asq t η , 0( , )hsq t η , 0( , )bsq t η , 0( , )asq t η , 0( , )hsq t η  for the 

two sets of parameters mentioned above (for elderly and young subjects) and for different 

initial conditions 0 [ (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)]T
bs as hs bs as hsq q q q q qx    . A curve-fitting technique 

is used to fit the raw data of the joint angle position profiles 0( , )iq t η  (for , ,i bs as hs ) to 

the function 2
1( ) ( )a th t e cosa t , where 1a , 2a , and   need to be determined. A joint angle 

position profile 0( , )iq t η  converges to zero if 0b   and diverges otherwise. Only 

converging trajectories are used in the Fourier analysis described below.  

Fourier analysis and ASD comparisons 

The MATLAB® function fft is applied to perform Fourier analysis of the BB, ankle, and 

hip joint angle position and velocity profiles for the experimental and model-based results 

(for both the young and the elderly subjects). Figure 7.1 shows some example results of 

model-based and experimental kinematic profiles and their corresponding ASD functions 

for an elderly subject. The model-based joint angle position profiles ( ( )bsq t , ( )asq t , ( )hsq t

) are shown in Figure 7.1a and the corresponding ASD functions are shown in Figure 7.1c, 

where peaks are found at 0.5 Hz. Joint angle position profiles and ASD functions for 

experiments are shown in Figures 7.1b and 7.1d. Note that the experimental ASD signals 

are richer in content of frequency. Hence, to have a richer content of frequency in the 

model-based ASD functions, several initial conditions are considered in the numerical 
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solution. Moreover, experimental ASD functions of elderly subjects were averaged to 

obtain an ASD function for a single representative elderly subject. Same procedure was 

done for young subjects’ experimental ASD functions.    

Model-based and experimental ASD functions are compared qualitatively and 

quantitatively. Qualitative comparisons are based on the general trend of the ASD functions 

for joint angle position and velocity profiles and quantitative comparisons are performed 

based on RMS errors and Pearson correlation coefficients.  

 
Figure 7.1: BB, ankle, and hip joint angle position profiles and their corresponding ASD 
functions for an elderly subject. 
 
Results  

Figures 7.2a and 7.2c show model-based and experimental BB joint angle position and 

velocity profiles for one young subject, respectively.  Figures 7.2b and 7.2d show ASD 
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functions for the model-based and experimental joint angle position and velocity profiles, 

respectively. Similarly, Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the results for ankle and hip joint angle 

position and velocity profiles and their corresponding ASD functions for the young subject. 

For the elderly subject, Figures 7.5 through 7.7 show BB, ankle, and hip joint angle position 

and velocity profiles and their corresponding ASD functions.  

Young subject  

Figures 7.2a and 7.2c show model-based and experimental BB joint angle position and 

velocity profiles. Model-based joint angle position and velocity oscillations show 

amplitudes of up to 1 deg and 2.5 deg/sec, respectively. As for experimental results, 

kinematic profiles reach peaks of up to 0.2 deg and 0.6 deg/sec for joint angle position and 

velocity, respectively. With respect to the ASD functions, Figure 7.2b shows a similar trend 

between experimental and model-based ASD functions, especially for frequencies higher 

than 0.4 Hz. A good signal-trending match is observed in Figure 7.2d, where some peaks 

at about 0.5 Hz are found for both experimental and model-based ASD functions. In Figure 

7.3a, model-based and experimental oscillations for the ankle joint angle position reach 

amplitudes of about 2.3 deg and 0.33 deg, respectively. Figure 7.3b shows that model-

based ASD function decays for frequencies higher than 0.5 Hz while experimental ASD 

functions decay for frequencies higher than 0 Hz. Despite the mismatch in the joint angle 

position ASD functions, joint angle velocity ASD functions show a good match in Figure 

7.3d. Finally, Figures 7.4b and 7.4d show ASD functions for hip joint angle position and 

velocity, respectively. A good match between model-based and experimental results is 

observed for velocity ASD functions in Figure 7.4d. That is, both ASD signals increase for 
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frequencies between 0 and 0.5 Hz and decrease for frequencies higher that 0.5 Hz (it shows 

maximum values at about 0.5 Hz). Note in Figures 7.2-7.4 that the amplitude of the 

experimental oscillations is smaller than that of the model-based profiles.   

 
Figure 7.2: BB joint angle kinematic profiles and ASD functions for model-based and 
experimental kinematics for one young subject. 
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Figure 7.3: Ankle joint angle kinematic profiles and ASD functions for model-based and 
experimental kinematics for the young subject. 
 

 
Figure 7.4: Hip joint angle kinematic profiles and ASD functions for model-based and 
experimental kinematics for the young subject. 
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Table 7.2: RMS errors and Pearson correlation coefficients between experimental and 
model-based ASD functions of BB, ankle, and hip joint angle position and velocity profiles 
for the young subject. Unit for position RMS error is 1/2/deg Hz . Unit for velocity RMS 

error is  1/2/deg s Hz . 

 
bq  aq  hq  bq  aq  hq  

RMS error 0.0687 0.2979 0.1031 0.5500 1.1001 0.3896 
Pearson correlation 0.3875 0.2250 0.1991 0.3370 0.5822 0.7302 

Quantitative comparisons between model-based and experimental ASD functions were 

performed based on RMS error and Pearson correlation (Table 7.2). For joint angle 

positions, the highest RMS error (0.2979 1/2/deg Hz ) was obtained for ankle joint while the 

smallest error (0.0687 1/2/deg Hz ) was obtained for the BB joint. With respect to joint angle 

velocities, the highest RMS error (1.1001  1/2/deg s Hz ) was obtained for the ankle joint 

and the smallest (0.3896  1/2/deg s Hz ) for the hip joint. For Pearson correlation 

coefficients of joint angle position ASD functions, the highest coefficient (0.3875) was 

obtained for the BB joint and the smallest (0.1991) for the hip joint. Finally, for the joint 

angle velocity, the smallest coefficient was for the BB joint (0.3370) and the highest for 

the hip joint (0.7302). 

Elderly subject  

Figures 7.5a and 7.5c show model-based and experimental BB joint angle position and 

velocity profiles for the elderly subject. Model-based joint angle position and velocity 

oscillations reach amplitudes of 1.7 deg and 3 deg/sec, respectively. For experimental 

results, profiles show peaks of up to`5 deg and 1.4 deg/sec for position and velocity, 

respectively. With respect to ASD functions, Figure 7.5b shows a similar trend of 
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experimental and model-based signals, especially for frequencies higher than 0.5 Hz. In 

Figure 7.5d, the experimental and the model-based ASD functions show a decaying 

behavior for frequencies higher than 0.7 Hz and 0.4 Hz, respectively.  

In Figure 7.6a, model-based and experimental profiles for the ankle joint angle position 

reach amplitudes of up to 1.9 deg and 0.4 deg, respectively. Figure 7.6b shows that the 

simulation-based ASD functions decay for frequencies higher than 0.3 Hz while 

experimental ASD functions decay for frequencies higher than 0 Hz. Despite the mismatch 

in the joint angle position ASD functions, joint angle velocity ASD functions for model 

and experiments show a good matching in Figure 7.6d. Finally, Figures 7.7b and 7.7d show 

the ASD functions for hip joint angle position and velocity profiles, respectively. A good 

match is observed in both figures, especially in Figure 7.7d. 

 
Figure 7.5: BB joint angle kinematic profiles and ASD functions for model-based and 
experimental kinematics for the elderly subject. 
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Figure 7.6: Ankle joint angle kinematic profiles and ASD functions for model-based and 
experimental kinematics for the elderly subject. 
 

 
Figure 7.7: Hip joint angle kinematic profiles and ASD functions for model-based and 
experimental kinematics for the elderly subject. 
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Quantitative comparisons between model-based and experimental ASD functions were 

performed based on RMS errors and Pearson correlation coefficients (Table 7.3). For joint 

angle positions, the highest RMS error (0.2177 1/2/deg Hz ) was obtained for the ankle joint 

while the smallest error (0.0974 1/2/deg Hz ) was obtained for the hip joint. With respect to 

joint angle velocities, the highest RMS error (0.6073 1/2/deg s Hz ) was obtained for the 

ankle joint while the smallest error (0.1891 1/2/deg s Hz ) was obtained for the hip joint. 

For Pearson correlation coefficients of joint angle positions, the smallest coefficient 

(0.3205) was obtained for the hip joint while the highest coefficient (0.4648) was obtained 

for the BB joint. Finally, for Pearson correlation coefficients of joint angle velocities, the 

smallest coefficient (0.5060) was obtained for BB joint while the highest coefficient 

(0.8422) was obtained for the hip joint. 

 

Table 7.3: RMS errors and Pearson correlation coefficients between experimental and 
model-based ASD functions of BB, ankle, and hip joint kinematics for the elderly subject. 
Unit for position RMS error is 1/2/deg Hz  and unit for velocity RMS error is 

 1/2/deg s Hz . 

 
bq  aq  hq  bq  aq  hq  

RMS error 0.1661 0.2177 0.0974 0.3896 0.6073 0.1891 
Pearson correlation 0.4648 0.4237 0.3205 0.5060 0.6965 0.8422 

Discussion  

The study of human UP has been strongly influenced by the single inverted pendulum 

hypothesis, which considers that postural maintenance only involves control of the ankle 

joint (Hsu et al., 2007). However, such a model has been found to be insufficient, especially 

for cases where disturbances are considered (Günther et al., 2009). In such cases, a model 

that considers the contribution of the hip joint may give a better description of the dynamics 
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of the system. In the present study, we investigate whether the ankle-hip model of balance 

introduced in Section Model of the human-BB dynamic system is able to predict the 

frequency content of the BB, ankle, and hip joint angle position and velocity profiles 

observed in experiments. We compare the ASD functions of the model-based and 

experimental-based kinematics (BB, ankle, and hip joint angle position and velocity 

profiles) for subjects balancing on an unstable (foam) surface with eyes closed. The 

experimental measurements were obtained from a database published by Santos et al. 

(2017) and the model-based kinematic profiles were obtained through numerical 

simulations. Qualitative (general trend of ASD functions) and quantitative (RMS errors 

and Pearson correlation coefficients) comparisons were performed for one young and 

elderly adult subject.  

We aimed at the question whether and to what extent the model-based kinematics 

predictions of the BB, ankle, and hip joints contain frequencies are close to those observed 

in experiments. Several studies have analyzed the kinematics and kinetics of subjects while 

maintaining balance. For instance, Gunther et al. (2009) compared hip and ankle 

kinematics for different subjects and found that ankle and hip joint angular position and 

velocity profiles are highly correlated. Later, Gunther et al. (2010) compared experimental 

measurements and model-based predictions of the ground reaction forces and found 

mismatching in the frequency content. That result was probably due to one single value of 

the proportional feedback gain in a proportional control was used to obtain the model-based 

results; more values could had given better match results. Moreover, most studies do not 

consider different parameters (feedback control gains) for different age subjects. In this 

study, two combinations of pK  and vK  feedback gains (proportional gains in the delayed 
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PD control introduced in Section Control torques and closed-loop system) were used to 

represent the young and elderly adult subjects considered in the experiments by Santos et 

al. (2017). In general, the model-based ASD functions for joint angle position and velocity 

profiles capture the trend of the experimental-based ASD functions in the sense that 

amplitude decreases as frequency increases (mainly in the frequency range from 0.5 Hz to 

2 Hz) and the amplitude flats for higher frequencies.  

The model-based joint angle position and velocity profiles show a stable oscillatory 

behavior (in time window under simulation) as expected because the control gains for the 

numerical simulations were selected within a region of asymptotic stability. On the other 

hand, the experimental profiles show a more complex behavior and a richer content of 

frequency. Our results show that numerical simulations better predict the ankle and hip 

joint angle velocities. For the ASD functions of the hip joint angle velocity (Figure 7.6d), 

we found peaks at about 0.35 Hz for both the model-based and the experiments. These 

results are consistent with the experimental finding in Funato et al. (2016), where clear 

peaks at 0.34 Hz were found for the PSD for both fixed and rotational-floor conditions. 

It is interesting to note that the highest Pearson correlation coefficient (0.8422) and the 

smallest RMS error were both found for hip joint angle velocity in the elderly subject 

(Table 7.3). That is, our model better described the hip joint angle velocity profiles but 

with smaller amplitude oscillations. We did not expect the model perfectly matches the 

experiments due to the several assumptions made in the modeling process. However, it is 

a hint that our model may capture the most representative behavior if realistic parameter 

values are chosen. In fact, parameter identification algorithms can be used to choose more 

realistic values for simulation purposes.  
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It was observed that the content of frequency of the experimental signals is affected by 

the age of the subjects under study. Similarly, the content of frequency of the model-based 

signal is affected by the value of the feedback gains ( pK  and vK ). This suggests that the 

selection of control gains is perfectible. Note that model-based and experimental ASD 

functions show mismatch for frequencies smaller than 0.5 Hz in most cases and the 

potential reason is that experiments considered balancing on a foam surface while our 

model considered balancing a rotating BB.  

In fact, the model and the experiments show good match in the range between 0.5 Hz 

to 2.5 Hz but mismatch for frequencies below 0.5Hz, which should be investigated because 

low frequency oscillations are characteristic in human sway motion. For instance, Asai et 

al. (1989) found that the power percentage in the range under 0.125 Hz was lower in some 

people with CNS disorders compared with patients with vestibular deficits. More recently, 

Asai et al. (2009) used electromyographic signals from patients’ tibialis anterior and 

medial gastrocnemius muscles to control a single-link virtual pendulum and found that 

ankle oscillations were in the 0.01-4.5 Hz range. Despite the mismatch at low frequencies, 

our model is able to reproduce the decaying behavior in the ASD functions for frequencies 

larger than 0.5 Hz and the flatting behavior after 2.5 Hz. The mismatch at low frequencies 

could be a consequence of the fact that our model considers fixed feedback control gains  

( bK , pK , vK ) to obtain the solution profiles while the CNS does not behave uniformly in 

time and different muscle contraction levels and muscle fatigue plays a critical role during 

a single trial (Loughlin et al., 2003).  
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On the other hand, several experimental time-frequency analyses have shown that the 

content of frequency is not uniform while balancing on rigid surfaces. For instance, 

Loughlin et al. (2003) found that vestibular-impaired patients (age was not provided) show 

increased frequency content in the postural sway signal as time evolves from 0 to 90 

seconds. Similarly, Shin et al. (2005) found that 15 young subjects (20-30 years old) with 

eyes open showed a reduction in the content of frequency at low frequencies as time 

evolves from 0 to 60 seconds. These results confirm that the sway motion is nonstationary. 

Consequently, Fourier analysis may be not appropriate to assess body oscillations while 

maintaining UP. A wavelet analysis could give better results for this kind of nonstationary 

signals (Iuppariello et al., 2016).  
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CHAPTER VIII                                                                     
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This work presented an anthropomorphic biomechanical model to describe the 

dynamics of the human-BB system. A triple inverted pendulum represents the human body 

and the rotating BB, both swinging in the sagittal plane. The driving torques at the ankle 

and hip joints are assumed produced by delayed PD controller where proprioceptive and 

V&V feedback gains, as well as sensorimotor latencies, are taken into consideration. The 

driving torque at the BB hinge is assumed given by a delayed P controller. The work 

presented in this dissertation accomplished the following tasks:  

1) Develop a three DoF anthropomorphic model to represent the human-BB 

dynamical system, where rotation of both the ankle and hip joints is considered. 

2) Determine the effect of neuromuscular time-delays and muscular feedback gains 

on the stability properties of the human-BB UP via bifurcation analyses.  

3) Determine the effect of ankle-BB misalignment and ankle vertical displacement 

on the location of the equilibrium points and on the stability of the human-BB UP. 

4) Obtain numerical solutions of the nonlinear equation of motion (3.10) to verify the 

stability results of the local bifurcation analyses and determine the effect of 

parameter variations on the decaying rate and frequency content of the time-series 

solution trajectories.  

5) Determine the effect of parameter variations on the size of the BoAs of the UP 

equilibrium and on the amplitude of the LC oscillations. 
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6) Validate the ankle-hip model by applying Fourier analysis of the BB, ankle, and 

hip joint kinematic signals obtained from experimental measurements and from 

model-based simulations.  

An ankle-hip model of stance on a BB was developed to investigate the effect of ankle-

BB misalignment, sensorimotor latencies, ankle’s and hip’s proprioceptive and combined 

V&V feedback, as well as BB’s time-delay and stiffness on the human-BB UP stability. 

Bifurcation analyses of the different sets of bifurcation parameters were conducted using 

DDE-BIFTOOL. We developed an intuitive method to visualize the stability 

characteristics of the equilibrium point by dividing the parameter-space into regions of 

different number of unstable roots. Our results were consistent with (Chagdes et al., 2013, 

2015) in the sense that increasing BB ( b ) or ankle ( a ) time-delay shrinks the region of 

asymptotic stability by affecting the HB curves but not the PB curves. However, by adding 

the hip time-delay ( h ) in the model of balance the general trend was similar to the effect 

of ankle time-delay. By implementing six values of time-delays we found some interesting 

results: 1) increasing BB stiffness and BB time-delay produced a stable LC and it 

confirmed the work of Cruise et al. (2017); 2) the V&V feedback had the largest effect on 

the UP stability. This analysis suggested that V&V sensory manipulation and BB time-

delay tuning may be useful to design therapeutic strategies that better challenge the balance 

of patients. In addition, we developed an intuitive method (dividing the region by the 

number of unstable roots) to easily visualize the stability characteristic of the UP 

equilibrium.  
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The effect of ankle-BB misalignment and ankle vertical displacement was investigated. 

The results confirmed that ankle-BB misalignment brakes the mirror symmetry of the 

equilibrium positions found in the aligned case and unfolds the PBs into SNBs. Moreover, 

the human-BB UP was stabilized even when proprioceptive or V&V gains are too small 

and ankle-BB misalignment is large. On the other hand, the ankle-BB misalignment had a 

stronger effect on the location of the HB curves whenever V&V deficits were simulated, 

and a stronger effect on the location of the PB curves whenever proprioceptive deficits 

were simulated. These results suggest that manipulation of proprioceptive and V&V 

sensory, ankle-BB misalignment, ankle vertical displacement, and BB time-delay may be 

useful to induce oscillatory behavior during balance training and design therapeutic 

strategies that better challenge the balance of patients. 

A numerical nonlinear analysis method for the ankle-hip model of balance on a BB was 

proposed. It consisted in the utilization of the software MATLAB® to solve the nonlinear 

equation of motion of the human-BB system. The results of the numerical simulations were 

used to verify the stability properties obtained via bifurcation analyses and compare 

dynamical behavior differences for different points within the different regions of 

asymptotic stability or instability. It was found that the BB stiffness and the proprioceptive 

feedback gain had a large impact on both the stability properties of the UP and the 

frequency and amplitude of the resulting oscillations, where the frequency and amplitude 

are related to human-BB sway motion. Both analyses (bifurcation and numerical) 

confirmed the need for a fine tuning feedback gains, performed by the CNS, to remain 

within the region of asymptotic stability and/or to minimize the amplitude and frequency 

of the sway motion. 
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Information about the BoA of the human-BB UP is important as it is related to how 

much can the human-BB system lean forward or backward without result in a fall event. 

Moreover, determining the BoA helps to understand the integration of the neuromuscular 

and the musculoskeletal systems during balance and walking. On the other hand, the 

amplitude of the LC oscillations emerging from subcritical HB may give some insight into 

the robustness of the equilibrium while the LC oscillations emerging from the supercritical 

HB curves may explain the presence of sway motion. In general, an individual’s risk of 

falls can be estimated by determining how close the subject’s trajectory is to the boundaries 

of the BoA or by how close the sway motion is to the amplitude of the LC oscillations. It 

is expected that the study of BoA and LC oscillations in postural stability help to quantify 

previously subjective methods to determine the risk of fall. 

With validation purposes, we compared (qualitatively and quantitatively) the ASD 

functions of BB, ankle, and hip joint kinematics obtained from model-based simulations 

with the ASD functions from experimental measurements. The qualitative comparisons 

were performed by verifying the match and mismatch of the ASD function curves over 

different frequency ranges. The quantitative comparisons were performed by considering 

RMS error and Pearson correlation coefficients between the experimental and model-based 

ASD functions. In general, we found a good qualitative matching for the range 0.5 Hz to 

2.5 Hz in the ankle and hip joint angle position and velocity ASD functions but 

mismatching in the BB angle position. Moreover, the RMS error was significantly affected 

by parameter variations related to the different age subjects in the experiments. Finally, 

Pearson correlations coefficients of up to 0.9120r  were found in the comparison of hip 
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angle velocities. This suggests that the model proposed here can be used to study human 

balance on a BB. 

Limitations 

 The most significant limitation of the present work is the exclusion of other joints 

(knee, neck, shoulder, and elbow) that play a critical role in the dynamics and stability 

properties of the human-BB system. The inclusion of some of these joints is an important 

step as future work, especially the knee and the shoulder joints. Another limitation is 

related to the joint torque controllers, which respond after angular deflection but ignore 

velocity information despite some studies have found that joint angle velocity information 

plays a critical role in the stability and the robustness of the human UP (Masani et al., 

2003). Related to the joint torque controllers, there is little information about the magnitude 

of the passive muscular stiffness and damping, which is crucial for obtaining reliable 

results from the model. We selected values that would be most challenging for stability, 

but a more careful selection should be performed to better describe the system and to have 

more reliable results. The linearization of the equation of motion (necessary to perform 

bifurcation analyses) limits the validity of the results, especially for the case where large 

postural disturbances are considered. In fact, it is expected that the inclusion of the knee 

joint allows the human-BB system to tolerate larger postural disturbances but may affect 

the results of bifurcation analyses as the human-BB system will deviate from the vertical 

UP posture. 

 The last limitation is related to the model validation. To validate the model, we use 

kinematic data found in a public database. The experiments in the database considered 
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people balancing on either a rigid (floor) or a soft (foam) surface. In the model, we consider 

a rotating BB but not a soft surface. We have assumed that a rotating BB is similar to a soft 

surface as both allow revolute motion of the feet with respect to the floor. A similar 

assumption was made in Funato et al. (2014, 2016). We used the experimental data 

published by Santos et al. (2017) of people standing on a foam surface because data of 

people balancing on a rotating BB was not found. In general, significant efforts have been 

done to validate the model used in this work. However, further research with validation 

purposes is necessary. For instance, parameter identification algorithms could be useful to 

verify whether there exist parameter sets that better reproduce the observed experimental 

oscillations. The technique used to obtain the ASD functions is Fourier analysis, which 

may show a lower spectral resolution as compared to wavelet decomposition analysis. 

Future Work 

1) Effect of postural disturbances on the robustness of the UP 

In Chapter VI, the effect of varying proprioceptive feedback gain and sensorimotor 

latencies on the size of BoAs and the amplitude of LCs was investigated. However static 

initial postures were assumed (initial angular velocities were set to zero), which is an 

assumption rarely adopted in previous studies. For the future work, it is assumed that 

disturbances to the UP (pushes) apply non-muscular torques that induce joints rotations 

(Colobert et al., 2006), which can be simulated by imposing non-zero initial angular 

velocities in the solution to the equation of motion. The objective is to investigate the effect 

of postural disturbances on the extension of the BoA and the robustness of the UP. The 
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BoA will be constructed based on the numerical solution to the equation of motion. The 

robustness will be investigated based on the gradient of the function ( )f  in Equation (3.10). 

2) Parameter identification 

The ankle-hip model of balance depends upon several parameters such as time-delays 

feedback control gains. It is necessary to determine the most realistic values to better 

predict the dynamics of the human-BB system. A future study is aimed to identify these 

values via optimization-based algorithms to find out differences between subjects with 

different ages or other characteristics.  

3) Time-frequency and Wavelet analyses of experimental joint kinematics 

In Chapter VII, we compared SD functions of experimental and model-based joint 

angle kinematics. The experimental ASD functions were obtained via Fourier analysis 

assuming stationary oscillations. However, it has been shown that Fourier analysis 

approach has lower resolution, especially when applied to nonstationary signals 

(Iuppariello et al., 2016). As the future work, we will perform time-frequency analyses on 

both experimental and model-based results and we will obtain the corresponding ASD 

functions via Wavelet analyses. 

4) Balance in the frontal plane and inclusion of the knee joint  

In the studies presented in this document, we assumed that the human-BB system 

oscillates only in the sagittal plane. When this can be true for the BB itself (due to some 

design specifications), it has been found that the human body shows important oscillations 

in the frontal plane. Furthermore, the knee joint plays a critical role in the stability and 

robustness of the human-BB U. Hence the inclusion of this joint in the model is necessary.  
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5) Effect of BB mass on the stability properties  

The mass of the BB was set at 210 kg in the studies performed in this research. 

However, commercial BBs are much lighter (Cruise et al., 2017; Molnar et al., 2018). A 

future research is focused to investigate the effect of the BB mass on the region of 

asymptotic stability and the size of the UP BoA. 
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APPENDIX A                                                                      
EQUATION OF MOTION 

The following are the detailed equations for the terms in Equation (3.10) in Chapter III. 

The terms in the inertia matrix ( )D q  are given by Equations (A1)-(A7). The terms in the 

Coriolis vector  ,C q q  are given by Equations (A8)-(A10). Finally, the terms in the 

gravity vector  G q are given by Equations (A11)-(A13). 
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APPENDIX B                                                              
COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS FOR CHAPTER V 

Some complementary results for Chapter V are given here.  

 

Figure B1: Extensions of the time trajectory solutions shown in Figure 5.2i (a) and 

Figure 5.2g (b). Note that oscillations vanish as time evolves. 

 

Figure B2: a) For a (𝐾 , 𝐾 ) parameter combination within a region of instability in 

Figure 5.5a (Point c), time trajectory solutions converge to a stable LC. b) A stable LC is 

created for the parameter combination bK  9.5 and pK  1.655 right on the supercritical 

HB curve in Figure 5.5a. 
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a) b)

c)  

Figure B3: Time trajectory oscillations vanish for Points g (a), h (b), and i (c) within 

the region of asymptotic stability in Figure 5.3a. 
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APPENDIX C                                                                      
COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS FOR CHAPTER VI 

Some 3D plots showing the amplitude of the LCs emerging from supercritical HB and 

subcritical HB are shown in the following figures.  

 

 

Figure C1: (a) and (b) show different views of the 3D surface representing the amplitude 

of the LC oscillations in Figure 6.2a. For parameter combinations lying outside the region 

of asymptotic stability but at the right side of the supercritical HB curve (positive direction 

of 𝐾 ), the UP equilibrium *x  is unstable but is surrounded by stable LC oscillations whose 

amplitude increases as 𝐾  increases. On the other hand, parameter combinations lying 

within the region of asymptotic stability result in a stable equilibrium which is surrounded 

by unstable LC oscillations whose amplitude increases as 𝐾  decreases. 
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Figure C2: (a)-(b) and (c)-(d) show different perspective views of the 3D surfaces in 

Figures 6.5a and 6.5e, respectively. The surfaces here have some folds that evidence a 

complex behavior of the LC oscillations as parameters vary. Note the surfaces remains 

close to the plane 𝐾 , 𝐾  for parameters close to the subcritical HB curve. However, as 

the parameters get way from this curve, the amplitude start to act erratically. That is, 

there are more than one LC amplitude for some points within the region of asymptotic 

stability, which suggests the existence of period folding or torus bifurcations. 


